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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

State budgeting for higher education is a complex set of ac-
tivities involving various competing interests and issues. In
the broadest sense, the primary objective of all budgeting
is to target resources to meet specific policy objectives. The
budget spans the distance between present choices and future
options (Caiden 1988). While the federal government pro-
vides substantial support to higher education in the form of
student aid and research grants, state governments bear the
principal responsibility in budgeting for higher education
operations and thus in shaping the present and future direc
tion of higher education within the state.

The simplicity of this description belies the underlying
interplay of human and external forces and factors laced
throughout the budget process. Higher education is both sim
ilar to and different from other policy areas in state govern
ment like transportation or corrections. it is similar in that
it must compete with these other areas for its share of a some-
times shrinking budget It is different in that higher education
is relatively autonomous from the state

What Are the Environmental Factors Framing the
State Budget Process for Higher Education?
The environmental context is comprised of interrelated his
torical, political, economic, and demographic factors. Ins
torical factors include state residents' traditional values and
preferences regarding higher education as well as the state
government's historical involvement in governance of higher
education. Previous budgets also make up part of the his-
torical context. Political factors include the structure of higher
education, gubernatorial influence, legislative influence, and
interest groups' and citizens' influences. Economic famrs
include a state's general economic condition, state tax ca-
pacity. and availability of state revenues. Demographic factoN
include the level and composition of a state's population,
enrollment in higher education, and student participatkin
rates in higher education.

How Do These Factors Affect State
Budgeting for Higher Education?
In part, these factors help explain the wide variance in hind
ing for higher education among the states, although by no
means do they explain all of the variance. A state's historical
traditions act as "behaviond regulators- for the participants

Budgeting for Higher Educanon at the State I et.el in



in the state budget process. If the state's residents traditionally
have highly vllued higher education, state policy makeis will
also generally value it, and vice versa Political factors deter-
mine the extent to which the power of higher education is
cemralized at the state level (that is, coordinating agency)
or diffused among the individual institutions and the pre-
dominance of the governor and the legislature in the budget
process In recent years, governors generally have become
much more deeply involved in higher education and hence
the budget process. Legislators have also become increasingly
sophisticated in their understanding of higher education pol-
icy. Consequently, as states' involvement in higher educauon
has increased, so have fears of diminished autonomy within
the academy.

State support for higher education Is directly related to the
general condition of a state's economy, state tax capacity, and
availability of revenues. If a state's economy is faltering, then
its capacity to raise revenues and thus the level of revenues
available are diminished substantially Further, as state econ-
omies worsen, demands on the state budget from other ser
vices, such as public aid and corrections, also increase De
mographic forces, such as the aging of the population and
the growth of the number of minority students, will affect
state budgeting for higher education as state governments
strive to meet the special needs of these individuals. liadi
tionally, enrollments and higher education partidpation rates
have been important factors in determining the level of fund
nig provided to higher educttion, but some evidence suggests
that the significance of these' factors may be decreasing

\Mat Are the Primary Elements of the State
Budget Process for Higher Education?
The elements of the state budget proces,s for higher education
inelude the participants, timing, and strategies to allocate re
sources. Tile major actors in the process are the governor,
the kgislature, their staffs, and the higher educatkni com-
munity. Both governors and legislaturcs are asserting them
selves more strongly in this process, albeit for different rea
sons, as a result of increasing sophistication, concern about
higher education's outcomes, and recognition of the eco
limn: importance of higher educatim. "Ilic governor must
represent the broad spectrum of state needs, while legislators
are more concerned with specific need:, of constituents or

6



regions. The higher education community is comprised of
the state-level coordinating or governini; agency (if any)
and the various sectors of higher education, both public
and private.

As important as the governor, legislature, and the higher
education governing and coordinating boards are the staffs
of these entities. Almost two decades ago, these individuals
were the "anonymous leaders of higher education" (Glenny
1972). If anything, it is even more true today. Staffs handle
technical details, distinguish the important from the trivial,
and generally serve as gatekeepers in the budget process.

The timing of the budget process presents numerous issues
as well. Over time, most states have shifted from biennial
budgeting to annual budgeting to annual budgeting with mid
year alterations. Legislatures meet with greater freqtr-ky,
economic conditions are shifting rapidly, and demands for
state dollars have increased in number and intensity. Even
states that still have biennial budgets meet midterm to make
alterations. These changes have altered the utility of long-
term planning for higher education Further, participants in
the state higher education budget process have different per
spectives of the time frame'. Politicians generally focus on
short time frames, while the higher education community
has a longer time frame for meeting objectives Tensions arise
when politicians want quick solutions to problems that re
quire long-term commitments

Technkjues for allocating resources for higher education
vary within and among states. Several states use a funding
formula for some or all of the higher education budget The
effectiveness of funding formulas in meeting objectives for
funding is essentially unknown. Almost half of the states use
peer groups comprised of similar states and/or instituti.ms
for making decisions and justifying the budget for funding
libraries, faculty salaries, staffing levels, and so on. Some states
approach the funding of higher education from a more pro
grammatic basis.

How Does the State Higher Educatkm Budget
Link Resources with State Objectives
for Higher Education Policy?
The state higher education budget sets forth the state's major
policy preferences for higher education. Major policy concerns
in higher education in recent years have been accountability,

RuclIfenng for Higher Educanon the,9(ne Lem
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costs, productivity, quality, affordability, economic develop-
ment, access for minority and nontraditional students, and
equity for independent higher education.

Accountability. Over time, the focus of accountability has
evolved from a fiduciary orientation to one focused on out-
comes. As a result, accountability mechanisms have begun
to evolve from data-collection instrumutts to instruments
of change. Future accountability mechanisms will likely be
integrated into the state budget process to emphasize
feedback.

Costs, productivity, and quality. These concepts are seen
as inextricably linked. Costs of higher education are increasing
rapidly as a result of a number of factors, including the kick
of internal constraints on resources and the propensity of
colleges and universities to grow rather than reallocate to
meet needs At the same time, little agreement on measures
of outcomes leaves state policy makers concerned about pro-
ductivity, or the lack of it in higher education. Even more
troublesome has been the goal of maintaining quality in
higher education. In an effort to enhance quality, several states
have devised incentive funding programs in areas such as
undergraduate education and research. It remains clear, how
ever, that the key to keeping costs down and productivity
up, while maintaining quality in higher education, hes in the
abihty to formulate specifk goals, exercise constraints on
resources, and encourage innovation

Affordability. As tuition outpaced general price inflation
during the 1980s, the affordability of higher education took
on greater significance. Some states have attcnipted to address
this issue by linking tuition to external factors, such as price
indices, serving to minimize the trachtionally inverse rela
tionship between tuition at public' institutions and state ap
proprrations for higher education A second policy lever has
been funding state student financial aid programs. States that
have high tuition usually have well funded student aid pro
grams A more recent development has been tile advent of
state programs for tuition prepayment and savings, although
dm effectiveness of these pnigrams in addressing affordability
is questionable. Evklence suggests that few states closely link
policies for student aid, tuition, and institutional support,



which woukl indicate a great deal of inefficiency in states'
financing of higher education.

Economic development. States have also begun to involve
higher education in economic development. State-funded
economic development includes research programs, involve-
ment in education and training programs for the work force,
and fostering partnerships with business for the purpose of
technology transfer. The effectiveness of these activities re-
mains unclear. Numerous potential proNems exist, including
the highly political nature of economic development and
the fundamental differences between higher education and
business.

Minority and nontraditional students. Minority and non-
traditional students present special concerns for state policy
makers. Although minorities have increased as a percentage
of the population, they have generally declined as a percen-
tage of enroHments in higher education. Most states have mi
bated programs designed to increase minority students' re
tention and achievement, and some have been effective.

Nontraditional students are becor ,ng the new majority
in higher education, but neither state polky makers nor those
in the highei education community have done much to
change the structure of higher education to meet these stu
dents' special needs.

Indermdent higher education. State policy makers
realize the important tangible and intangible benefits inde
pendent higher education provides to the states As a result.
many states provide financial support to the independent
sector in the higher education budget through student aid
and direct institutional aid programs. Because the indepen
dent sector highly values these p:ograms, they are an impor
tant policy lever for the state.

What Do We Know about State-level Budgeting for
Higher Education and What Are the Implications?
Budgeting for higher education is complex and multifaceted
As states become even more invoked with higher education,
the budget process will become even more important in ini
trating new policies and policy changes. At the same time,
the analysis of the literature indicates several areas requiring

Mulgeting for Higher Education at the State Lod 1 it



further research. For example, it is necessary to know more
about the cultural and political context of budgeting for
higher education. The effectiveness of higher education pol-
icies initiated through the budget process must be evaluated,
including incentive funding for quality and economic de-
velopment. The implications are twofold. First, it is evident
that all participants in the state budget process for higher ed-
ucation would be well served to view the process in the "big
picture." Understanding why certain things happen in the
budget process can greatly improve pahicipants' effectiveness
in achieving objectives. Second and simply, state budgeting
for higher education is an area ripe for research.

via
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FOREWORD

In order to win, a contender must be able to play the game
better than the competition. This is as true in sports and bus-
iness as it is when competing for funds in the budgeting
arena. There is another saying that applies when discussing
budgeting: "You've got to know the system to beat the sys-
tem." To know the budgeting system in higher education,
one must understand the process of developing a budget,
learn the rules governing successful budget-making, and rec
ognize the key people involved

On the surface, an organization's budget is a rational al-
location of resources. On closer examination, a budget turns
out to be a political document that reflects the vakies, vision,
mission and purpose of an organization. Deeper still, that
political document represents the sum of decisions made
by many people with often widely divergent views.

The budget for a state higher education system represents
the system's importance in the eyes of the state legislature
and governor relative to the other programs vying for state
funding. The budget for an individual institution reflects its
importance visit-vis the other institutions in the system. The
success of an institution in altering or controlling the direction
of its budget essentially depends upon its ability to convince
decision makers of its own importance within the historical,
political, economic and demographic constraints of a state.

In this report, authors Daniel T. IA),zell, higher education
research analyst for the Arizona Joint legislative Budget Com
mittee, and Jan W Lyddon, director of institutional re:.earch
for Saginaw Valley State University, examine the entire process
of state budgeting for higher education. From a conceptual
overview and exploration of the environmental contexts of
budgeting, to a final analysis and discussion of the report's
implications, the authors provide an important body of knowl
edge for both researchers and practitioners

It is important to understand that everyone in a lelzdership
position who is affected by the institutional budget should
make it their business to know how the budget is developed.
and what part they may play in its design. The greater the
understanding of budget development throughout an insti
tution, the greater the ability of the organitation to devekT
persuasive policies that can alter or protect a budget. -Even
if primary budget decisions are made centrally, it is important
for the leadership of an institution to win institution-wide
support for these decisions. This report by Layzell and Lyddon

13udge1ing for Higher Mut:anon at the State 1.tivl
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will do much to further such a broad understanding of the
budget process.

Jonathan D. Fife
Series Editor
Professor of Higher Education and
Director, ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education
The George Washington University

- 1 9



INTRODUCTION

Winston Churchill onc described Russia as a riddle wrapped
in a mystery inside an enigma. To many in higher education,
thc state budget process is their Russia. Department heads
at colleges and universities submit their budget requests for
the next fiscal year and nine months later ot so find out how
much they will have to spend. This amount is almost always
less than what they requestedsometimes substantially so.
In between submission and allocation, this request becomes
aggregated with the rest of the state higher education budget
request for the next fiscal year, and seemingly contradictory
events take place for not always clear reasons. By the time
individuals at the department level receive their allocations,
it is time to begin the process all over again, which in turn
lends a ritualistic feeling to this annual or biennial confusion

The objective of this monograph is to analyze state budget
ing for the annual appropriations to higher education cohe
sively and comprehensively, in the process clarifying this im
portant activity. States provide substantial funding to both
public and private sectoN of higher education. Funding for
public higher education is primarily for general operating ex
penditures, both recurrin, new. Fuhding for private
higher education usually takes the form of student aid pro
grams or, in some states, general and categorical grant pro
grains for private institutions

Many in higher education suffer from myopia when it
conies to the budget prucess: They see only the parts that di
reedy affect them. For many, the state higher education budget
Process is analogous to the old parable in which a group of
blind men attempt to describe to one another what an ele-
phant hoks like. Is it a tail or a trunk or something completely
different? This reaction is natural, given the complexity of this
topic. This monograph attempts to treat separately the issues
of context, procedure, and product or outcome within state
budgeting for higher education. At the same time, however,
it must be remembered that this pmcess overlaps in several
ways and has many links

literature synthesued in this monograph comes from
both within and without the field of higher education. Much
has been written on the budget process in general in other
fields, such as political science, public administration, and
economics. The literature analyzed in this monograph is pre
dominantly from the 1980s, given the desire to use the most

Is it a tail or
a trunk or
something
complete0
different?

Budgeang for Higher Mutation at the State I



current literature base possible. A few references are made
to earlier "classic" studies, however, and some areas of the
budgeting process have no recent literature (see., e g., Caruth
ers and Orwig 1979; Easton 1957, Fabricant 1952; Wirt and
Kurst 1972). In addition, an effort has been made to include
nontraditional references, such as policy studies by state coor-
dinating agencies, to provide concrete examples of what has
been occurring at the state level of budgeting for higher ed-
ucation. At the outset of this project, the authors contacted
state higher education finance officers (SHEF0s) from several
states and asked them to provide any recent (since 1980) stu-
dies or other materials relevant to higher education budgeting
in their states. All were infinitely helpful in their responses
and suggestions.

For many states, the 1980s were a watershed with regard
to funding higher education. As table 1 show: several states
had large increases in state tax support for higher education
during the 1980s. Massachusetts is one such example', al-
though as the "miracle" diminished in the last part of the de-
cade, so too did state support. Conversely, states that had his
toncally provided significant support to higher education
( Illinois, Michigan, and Pennsylvania, for eAample) lagged
behind the rest in the 1980s. The reason for this variance is
a mixture of economics, demographics, and politics. Regard
less of whether a state provided substantial or little increase
in funding for nigher education during the 1980s, this topic
has become increasingly important to all states as they strug
gle to resolve the policy issues currently facing higher
education.

TABLE 1

APPROPRIATIONS OF STATE TAX FUNDS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
OPERATING EXPENSES: FISCAL YEARS 1980, 1988, AND 1990

($000)

1980 1988 1990

Percent Change Percent Change
1988 to 1990 1980 to 1990

Maine $5- 346 $141.112 $1-6,868 2$ Pt, 208 3%

Massahusens 4145)29 89+998 815998 1881 159 1

Nevada 56.896 112,551 14036 30 i 15"

Washington 310.133 6-3.9-2 -90.383 r 3 1419

Man land 5=5:32 61 005 823.,))18 31 0 131 3

North Carolina 580,190 1.28iar6 1.158,i 16 1 i 0 IS I I

New Hampshire 29 806 66%1 I.393 11 2 119 6

21



TABLE 1 (continued)

APPROPRIATIONS OF STATE TAX FUNDS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
OPERATING EXPENSES

1980 1988 1990

Percent Change Percent Change
1988 to 1990 1980 to 1990

Virginia 444,054 915,836 1,107,480 20 9% 149.4%

Anzona 232,707 498,036 569,982 14.4 144.9

Florida 650334 1367.174 1,567,712 14 7 141.1

New Jersey 477,891 1,010,773 1,142,805 12 4 139 1

Hawaii 124359 243,118 292,456 20 3 135 2

Georgia 385,132 759.401 884,669 16 5 129.7

North Dakota 61,822 115,723 139,911 20.9 126 3

Alabama 344,683 669,992 776,641 15 9 125 3

Wyoming 51,664 111,583 116,183 4 1 124.9

Vermont 27,062 49,990 59,936 190 121 5

Delaware 53,273 101,339 115,541 14 0 116 9

Tennessee 335,612 636322 727,449 14 3 116 8

New Mexico 138,624 262,813 296,410 12 8 1138

Ohio 669,197 1,265,213 1,427,041 12 8 113.2

New York 1,543,416 2,874,893 3,185,06 108 106 4

Connecticut 226371 414,174 463.796 12 0 1019

Colorado 246,866 441,070 504,757 14 4 104 5

Indiana 398,997 704,703 814,021 15 5 104.0

CaV ',Ilia 2.814321 5,071,271 5,740,737 13 2 1040

Rhode Island 71,725 127,759 144,522 13 1 101 5

Texas 1315,525 2,231,785 2,624,288 17 6 99 5

Minnesota 477,731 815,663 946,719 16 1 98 2

Oklahoma 228,827 391,401 453,090 14 9 98 0

Utah 138,787 257.218 272,201 5 8 96 1

Nebraska 150,940 227,974 290,491 27 4 92 5

Missouri 314,807 503,019 603,535 200 91 '

South Carolina 320,412 521,016 612,508 17.6 91 2

t(ansas 238,839 361,178 444,788 23.1 86 2

Idaho 85,028 139,136 158,247 13 7 86 1

Mississippi 233,834 360,036 432,9"1 20 5 85 2

Alaska 95,906 165,542 176,023 6 3 83 5

Kentucky 299,918 494,949 550,182 11 2 83 4

Pennsylvania 742,415 1,173,572 1061,361 16 0 83 4

Montana 60,494 105,106 109,416 4.1 80 9

Illinois 931,489 1331,777 1.675322 258 "99

loWd 282,114 441,458 502,293 13 8 '8 0

Arkansas 169,664 284333 301,200 59

Michigan 808,320 1303.202 1.408,009 8 0 "4 2
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TABLE 1 (continued)

APPROPRIATIONS OF STATE TAX FUNDS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
OPERATING EXPENSES

1980 1988 1990

Percent Change Percent Change
1988 to 1990 1980 to 1990

Oregon $229,013 $349,940 $395,898 13.1% 72 9%
Wisconsin 468,618 705,430 784,141 11.2 67.3
South Dakota 52,251 73,732 85,995 16 6 64 6
West Virginia 158,119 237,404 251505 5 9 59.1

Louisiana 330,008 494,507 522,912 5 7 58 5

Total $19,104,191 $34,408,082 $39,326,391 14.3% 105.9%

Source: Grapevine, October/November 1989. No. 358, p 2262
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A CONCEPTUAL OVERVIEW OF STATE BUDGETING

Once people looked to the stars to tell what the future would
bring; today they look at the budget. The budget spans the
distance between present chokes and future options (Caiden
1988). While the federal government provides substantial sup
port to higher education in the form of student aid and re-
search grants, state governments bear the principal respon-
sibility for budgeting for public higher education operations.
Thus, state governments are the principal participants in sly!)
ing both the present and the future of higher education.

A basic framework is the starting point for understanding
state budgeting. The framework cannot depict the details, but
it provides a basis for understanding the major conditions,
players, responses, and outcomes of state budgeting. Such
a framework includes environmental factors, the state orga-
nizational filter, a funding approach, and outcomes of dollars
appropriated and goals achieved and evaluated (see figure
1). Each state has its own conditions, both environmental and
within the government, just as each state's appropriations out
come is distinctive.

FIGURE 1

STATE BUDGETING FOR HIGHER EDUCATION:
A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
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Although the elements are disaggregated for the purpose
of analysis. it should be stressed that much overlap occurs
within the state budget process for higher education The fol
lowing sections kmsely group these conceptual elements
under the descriptors "context.- "process.- and -pmduct

Environmental Factors
Conditions outside both state government and higher edu
cation can affect state budgeting. This subsection Outlines
these conditions and how they relate to budget outcomes.
the next wection discusses changes occurring in the conditions
themselves. Precisely how these conditions affect budgetary
outcomes and processes has been the subiect of numerous
studies, beginning with Solomon Fabricant in 19-S2 Fabricant.
Ira Sharkansky, Thomas Dye. and others conducted studies
of state budgeting behaviors and outcomes The environment
includes conditions that are generally recognized as external
to the current relationship between the state and higher ed

ucation as well as conditions of the past funding relationship
between them. An example of the latter is previous state
budgets for higher education. They are included in environ
mental wnditions because they exert influence on the current
state higher education relationship, lust as economic. polit
ical, and demographic conditions influence the relationship
Four categories of envinmmental conditions typicall are in
cluded in these studies: ( I ) historical factors, (2) political
factors, (3) economic factors, and (4) demographic factors

Historical factors and budget outcomes
Historical factors include past state budgeting practices and
higher education's past skire of the state's budget that tangibly
affect budget outcomes as well as less tangible historical fac
tors, such as state culture and traditions Most of the past lit
eratuie has focused on the mole tangibi, historical factors.

such as incrementalism. Although scant evidence exists. it
could be that historic-al factors, such as the organizational
cultures of state government and higher education insutu
tions, significanOy affect the budget outcome for higher edu

cation as well.
The first proposition about budgeting today is that "last

year's allocation is the absolute minimum to be expected from
the state this year- (D Jones 1984. p. 64) The inviolability
of the base is frequently referred to as "incrementalism." that

6
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is. the gradual pn)gression building upon prevtous dectsums
(see. e.g.. WiklavskT 1981) Incrementalism -or limited. non
comprehensive change -w.s the mttst common method of
budgeting at one time. "If anything can be said about the dif
ferences in incremental budgeting at state and federal levels.
it is that state personnel seem to be even more fascinated with
the dollar increment of change in an agency's budget pro
posal- (Sharkansky 1970. p 56 ). Another resear;her found
that, in three midwestern states' spending on higher educa
hon. the previous appropriation w-,Ls the single greatest pre
dictor of states spending on higher education (langen
felter 1974 ).

Despite many studies that have shown the importance of
the previous Tpropriation in predicting subsequent appro
priations. however, the concept of incrementalism in budget
ing has been challenged Wildavsky's study of the federal go%
emment noted that its budgets experienced "shift points-
during the period 1917 It) 1963. This measurement of non
stable Incremental behavior appears to be unique' in the lit
erature on government budgeting. and Wildavsky suggests
several reasons for the existence of shift points accounting.
congressional super% ision. reorganimtion of activities from
Gne agency to another. external %ariables. new laws. changes
in appropriations policies. partisan controversies, or uniden
tilled is-cies (Wilda%sky 1986). Further, while state spending
for higher education was largely incremental. it did not pro
gress forward in steady, predictable lumps ( lyddon 1989).
A study of the 50 states showed that each state's regression
line had breAs occurring at different points in the 25 year
period (1%0 to 1985). And incrementalism has been crin
cized as a theory of budgeting that provides "an irresistible
description of the budgetary pn)cess- (Le1A)up 1988, p. 35)
Budgeting has changed in recent years from a process that
is primarily concerned with bottom up and line item decisions
( microbudgeting) to a process focused on high level den
mons on spending. relative budget shares, and a top di Avn
appn)ach ( macrobudgeting). Ahhough the latter suit ly Was
conducted on the federal budget. not on state budgets. ex
perience in Michigan and Illinois indicates that some eviden«b
of macrobudgeting is occurring in state appropriations Slower
growth in revenues, incieased Cinwention between politkal
parties. and efforts to shift existing funds into more politically
popular program areas have occurred (1,e1Anip 1988)
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In making budge:ary decisions, state govf:rnments must
deal with many competing areas. The needs of education, wel
Fare, public health, and other state-sponsored services often
conflict, and spending for one area may mean a trade-off
against spending for another area. In Tennessee, for example,
the governor promised to increase starting salaries for teachers
in elementary and secondary schoolswhich could cause
a ripple effect if higher education and state employees push
for similar salary increases (National Conference 1988).

In essence, mast of the literature on historical factors and
state tmdgeting has dealt with concrete factors, such as the
share of the budget and incrementalism. Some observers have
suggested, however, that less quantifiable historical factors
like political culture and traditions also significantly affect the
outcome of the state budget for higher education (see, e.g ,
Fisher 1988a; Garms 1986).

Political variables and budget outcomes
Changes in political factors also appear to have relatively little
influence on changes in states' mal vending Changes in
party suength, however, were consistently related to changes
in the amount and proportion spent on education and other
specific budgetary categories in states with four-year guber-
natorial terms (Jones 197,i). Higher education is political in
the Mille sense that other entities of state government are po
!Rical. Iniversities and colleges are subject to demands from
the environment, as are all other government sstems. And
highe t. education is political because the institutions have
links with the formal authority of the state political system
(Wirt 1976).

little recent literature addresses the effect of political factors
on funding outcomes, for much of the research was con
ducted in the 1960s and early 1970s. Those researchers found
in general, however that the statistically measurable relation
ship between political or governmental variables and policy
outcomes was very low. Political variables are not predictor
variables. They do not have direct effects but are reflections
of socioeconomic characteristics of the states in which they
exhibit their effects (Dawson and Robinson 1963, Sharkansky
and I lofferbert 1969).

"Ilw lack of direct communication between members of
the public and state politicians regarding higher education
cleates difficulty in tracing cause Ind effect in educational



policy making (Eulau 1971). The exchange that occuts ts
"sporadic and unorganized, usually dealing with some specific
matter but not with higher education as an institutional con-
cern of society" (p. 213). This observation is still true in that
citizens' contacts about higher education usually have more
to do with tuition, financial aid, or admission policies at par
ticular institutions. Rarely do citizens write or call a pohtician
with a concern about the entire higher education system or
al)out overall state financing of higher education or abou:
much beyond their individual interests. Nevertheless, in re-
cent years it appears that higher education as a political issue
has increased in salience for politicians, and higher education
as an interest group has increased greatly in importance. The
advent of incentive programs, the increase in overall spending
beyond the rate of inflation, and other outcomes indicate
some form of political demand.

Economic variables and budget outcomes
Economic variables have direct relationships with state ap
propriations. Wealth is one economic variable that is impor-
tant because it is an expremion of a state's ability to pay for
services. Frequ-ntly used indicators of wealth are personal
income and availability of general revenues. The earliest such
study found that per capita income within a state was the main
determinant of the level of the state government's expendi
tures (Fabricant 1952) Liter studies using per capita personal
income have shown mixed results with respect to the pre-
diction of total state spending for higher education; the prin
cipal difference occurs with what outcome is being predicted
For example, two studies in the mid-1970s showed that per
capita income had no significant effect on state higher ed-
ucation expenditures per capita (Lingenfelter 1974, Peterson
1973), but the same two studies showed tl per capita in-
come did have a highly significant effect on overall percentage
increases in publk expenditures for higher education. A re
cent study also found a significant positive relationship be
tween personal income per capita and state higher education
expenditures per capita (Garms 1986), while another found
that per capita income within a state had no significant effect
on state aid per student at major research institutions (Cough
lin and Erekson 1986). Clearly, the influence of per capita in
come on state appropriations for higher education deserves
further study
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ln most cases, !be availability of general revenues has been
found to be }ery closely associated with state spending for
higher education (Coughlin and Erekson 1986; Garms 1986).

Demograpbic variables and budget outcomes
Demographic variables in many studies have been used to
modify an economic variable, usually to permit comparisons
among states. For example, a study might examine state ap
propriations per student enrolled or the effet of per capita
income on budget outcomes. At other times, demographic
variables have been used as individual variables together with
economic or political variables.

The specific results of studies of relationships between de
mographic rariables and budget outcomes are not clearly
summarized. Of the four categories of variables, demographk
variables have been treated least consistently in the hterature,
although the most often tested demographic variable is some
form of college enrollments. Enrollment has been measured
in a variety of waysfull time equivalent (FTE) students, head
counts; FM students enrolled as a percentage of the college
age population, or change in enrollment over time. Statisti
cAly, the relationships between state spending for higher ed
ucation and measures of enrollment have included correla
tions, time series and trend analyses. and multiple regression

Enrollment is included as part of environmental conditions,
although one might consider it interna4. Some justification
exists for including it here. For one thing, enrollment is a
preexisting condition. Funding formulas can depend, at least
in part, on the number of students enrolled in pre} ious years
as a basis for funding consideratims For another, enrollment
is not exclusively the domain of the state Decisions regarding
admissions, including the number and mix of students, are
generally the institution's domain.

The results of studies attempting to link enrollment with
state appropriations have been contradictory One study noted
"a strong correlation between college costs to the states anJ
enrolln tent" (Kim and Price 1977, p. 256). In contrast. another
found very weak relatioci.,hips between c hanges in enrollment
and changes in revenue in Califignid (Jones 1978). A study
of state appropriations to higher edl i ation between 1968 and
1977 found that the change in spending was independent of

anges in enrollments in higher education (Ruyle and
Glenny 1979) And another more recent stud} found that in
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creased enrollments in public institutions typically resulted
in a net loss of state appropriations per FTE student (Leslie
and Ramey 1986). These contradictory results may be the re
stilt of many factors, including the inherent distinctiveness
of each state's budgeting process.

The State Organizational Filter
The state organimional filter is the first portion of the state's
response to the external environment. It has two major com
ponents. the broad sociopolitical context and the more spe
cific relationships between the state and its higher education
community. Each state filters its environmental conditions
in certain ways. A state may respond to one set of environ
mental conditions but not another, or it may respond quickly
to a third condition and more slowly to a fourth. One set of
actors in the process might respond, while others do not re
spond at all to certain conditions. For example, one state's
tax structure may be based largely on sales taxes (Florida, for
example), which coukl mean that because the yield from an
incotme tax varies more over the business cycle than the yield
of a general sales tax, a state with an income tax system may
react more quickly to economic changes than one with a rev
enue system based on a sales tax (Mikesell 1984).

The state organizational filter, however, further modifies
the impact of those environmental changes on the state's
higher education system. For example, a state with declining
revenues might treat higher education the same as all other
state funded activities, while in another state, higher education
might be somewhat protected (or conversely unprotected)
from falling revenues because of factors in the state orga-
n!zational filter. In 1985, for example, the Texas Legislative
Budget Board, facing falling revenue from oil and gas, recom
mended drastic cuts in higher education but no cuts in other
state agencies. "The board could have gone back and reduced
its recommended appropriations for all state agencies, but
it did not. The easy, quick way ... was to pull it all out of
higher [education], ... [which] is exactly what the board did
Thus the recommendation for a 26 percent decrease" (Bie
miller 1985, p. 13).

rile relationship between the state and institutional funding
goes even farther in modifying responses to environmental
conditions Again, using the example of Texas, the University
of "i'exas system had been established so that it woukl have
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a power base in the political system. The formal governance
relationship was developed to ensure that the system had in-
stitutions in each region of the state so it could cover legis-
lative votes (Biemiller 1985) The inclusion or creation of in-
stitutions on the basis of a relationship with legislators, a
governor, or other powerful interests is, as shown in Texas

in 1985, a means of modifying the state's responses to envi-
ronmental conditions. The University of Texas system relied
on its political clout from every region of the state to avert
the proposed 26 percent cut in its budget.

SocioPolitical context
The principal components of the sociopolitical context are
(1) organizational participants, structure, and climate; (2) pro-
cess is.sues, including timing; and (3) technology and knowl-
edge bases of the state While each state is different, they ex-
hibit some commonalities. For example, each state has similar
types of decision makers in the budgeting process, though
they have different formal and informal roles and different
levels of impact on the outcome. Every state has a governor,
a legislature, and some sort of statewide coordinating or :,:iv
erning body for higher education, with the exception of Wy

ommg, which has no designated statewide postsecondary
body (McGuinnem 1988).

Organizational participants in state budgeting. The gov-
ernor generally serves as a state's chief budget officer. In that
role, he or she generally sets the overall tone and parameters
of the budget, consolidates budget requests from agencies,
lobbies the legislature on budget items, approves or vetoes
the budget, and implements and controls the budget (Adler
and Line 1988). The ability to exert leadership on public poi
icy, whether in the budget or other areas of policy, depends
on a variety of factors and the fit among those factors:

1 The condition and tradition of a state at any point.
2. The perceiied need for action in higher education made

up of policy issues ,.iid political demands connng from
higher education

3 The goi.ernor as an individual
4 The formal poum of the governor
5. The goivrnor's ability to influence policy making eve

cially to build networks with other participants in the

1 ?
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policy.making process and to establish a policy agenda
for state government (Adler and lane 1988, p. 8).

The state budget office, a part of the executive branch, is
also an important partidpant in the process. Its formal and
informal roles differ from state to state as well as within states
over time. The orientations of state budget offices toward their
roles "reflect differences in tradition, views of appropriate in-
stitutional relationships, perspectives on how best to serve
the governor, and patterns ofjob expectation and staff recruit-
ment. While states may differ on these 'givens,' (id does not
suggest that a budget director and staff are more or less in-
fluential within their own state than are others within their
respective states" (Gosling 1987, p. 63). Little attention is
given in the literature to the roles and influence of state bud
get offices in poky making as opposed to budgeting.

In contrast to governors roles in setting agendas, legisla-
tures more typically see their roles as parochial and directed
more at assisting constituents Thus, the legislature tends to
operate more narrowly on distributive and re,!:stributive mat
ters (Brandi 1988). Like the research about state budget of-
fices, research on state legislatures and their policy making
is limited, partly bemse of the difficulty of buikling gener-
alizations on 50 diverse settings (Oppenheimer 1985). One
important factor is the increasing number and professionalism
of legislative staffs (Davis 1984) :ncl their impact on the pro
cess. The staff is crucial in reducing the reliance of legislators
on lobbyists (BeVier 1979).

Process and thning. Budgeting is geared to a cycle that al
lows a state to absorb and respond to new information The
cycle has four phases, each with its own primary actors and
its own time line, preparation and submission, approval, ex
ecution, and audit. Several phases, affecting different budget
years, could be occurring at any given time. The entire period
in which each phase occurs can vary greatly from a few weeks
to many months (Lee an(l Johnson 1983).

Responsibility for preparation and submission of the state'
budget varies greatly, though at the state level, it usually falls
to the governor and the budget office to coordinate the effort
In sonic states, such as Mississippi, the responsibility for pre
paring the budget falls to a legislative commission (Lee and
Johnson 1983). In some instances, the higher education coor
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dinating or governing hotly also plays a role in preparing and
submitting budgets.

udget approval is nearly always a function of the legis
lature. Some sues place all state budget areas within a single
appropriations bill, while others have as many as hundreds
of appropriations bills. A legislature might be legally restricted
in the degree of change it can make in the governor's budget,
for example, the Maryland and Nebraska legislatures are re-
stricted in their ability to incr,mse the budget. The last step
of the approval process is signing the appropriation into law
or vetoing all or part of it. In no case can a governor augment
the budget beyond what is provided by the legislature (Lee
and Johnson 1983).

Execution is the third phase, and it begins with the fiscal
year. It is common to have some form of centralized control
during this phase, such as a state controller's or treasurer's
office. Such control includes apportioning the fiscal year's
funds in some manner throughout the year to ensure that
agencies do not spend all their available funds in less than
the fiscal year and that agencies do not transfer large amounts
between budget lines (Lee and Johnson 1983).

The final phase is the audit, the original purpose of which
was to guarantee executive compliance with the provisions
of appropriations bills. The scope of auditing has been broad-
ened in recent years to include assessments of whether goals
were achieved (Lee and Johnson 1983) or assessments of the
effect of proposed policies In Kansas, for example, the Leg-
islative Division of Post Audit's report on the effect of elim
inating university degrees and programs examined each
university's degree programs and noted the reasons for dis
continuing programs or degrees and the effects of the changes
on resources (Green and Riggs 1988).

Technology and knowledge. A recent technological change
that has affected budgeting is the widespread use of compu
ters by staff and decision makers themselves Most states have
computerized data bases to permit tracking of the budget
(both during development and execution) as well as links
among agencies and higher education institutions (Adams
1988; Paterson 1985). Technology alone is only a portion of
the total picture Decision makers and others in the orgam
zation must be able to use the technology and must have an
understanding of the issues related to the budget itself Tech
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nological expenses in government are estimated to be 80 per
cent "oware," that is, the people-onented organintional
issues that must be dealt with if a technological system is to
be effective (Toregas 1988)

The relationship between the state
and institutional funding
The most direct and tangible link between state government
and higher education is usually the lxidget, and that relation
ship between state government and institutions of higher ed
ucation shapes both the structure of the budget and its pur-
poses (D. Jones 1984). A suggested spectrum of state-
institutional funding relationships (termed "financial gover-
nance" to distinguish it from structural governance, which
reflects discernible linear relationships (Curry and Fischer
19861) ranges from educational institutions treated very much
like state agencies to institutions that function like indepen
dent, nonprofit organizations and get funds through contract
for service (Curry, Fischer, and Jons 1982). In between these
two ends of the spectrum are state-controlled institutions and
state-aided institutions (see figure 2).

FIGURE 2

RELATIONSHIPS IN GOVERNANCE

State- State- State- Independent

Agency Controlled Aided (Free-Market)

Model Institution Institution Institution

Greater Institutional Autonomy

Greater Stale Control

Sour «. (;urry . I1s4. herInd lons 1982

The funding relationships are complex, and they differ from
state to state (D Jones 1984). One area of variation is the dif
ference between statewide coordinating and governing
boards. Statewide governing boards tend to he more con
cerned with issues of institutional management, whereas cc)or
dinating boards concern themselves with issues of higher ed
ucation policy. Because of these differences, their approaches
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to budgeting for higher education could differ. No evidence
of it exists in the literature, and it would be worthy of future
study. Furthermore, the relationships can vary for different
types of institutions within a state. "For example, in California,
community colleges are treated as local governmental entities,
while the university and state college and university systems
are treated a.s state operations and subject to different budget
procedures" (Curry and Fischer 1986, p. 11). In fact, some
empirical support exists for at least differentiating state sys-
tems of two-year colleges on a continuum of financial and
personnel regulation, much like that suggested by Curry and
Fischer (Fonte 1989). In addition, the relationship within
a state may change over time as a state loosens or tightens
as control over institutions and their patterns of spending
(Hines 1988a).

The Approach to Funding
The approach to funding itself is another major segment of
the conceptual framework. Frequently, research on funding
techniques has been too descriptive and less analytical than
a could be. Such a focus may underemphasize some key
issues, notably those associated with policy judgments and
the decision process. Understanding and clarifying the de-
cision process can be amisted by focusing not only on policy
objectives or techniques but also on examining how those
elements affector are affected bycriteria for evaluation.

Formula funding is the predominant approach to funding
states use (lAmb 1986) A recent survey found that of 46 re
spondent states, 29 used a formula or guideline to request
and,'or allocate state general funds for publk higher education
(Maryland Iligher Education Commission 1988). Within any
approach to funding, certain policy judgments shape the par
tkular technique of allocation used and some sort of eval
uation of the utility of the approach.

Categories ofpolicyjudgments
Funding decisions are made on the basis of policy judgments
that can be categorized in four ways: ( I) the link between
efficiency and enrollment, (2) diversity o missions, (3) equity
and fair share, and (4) quality, outcomes, and effectiveness.
Policy makers make ( hoices among their values and set prior
ities as they develop --or usean approach to allocation that
handles the issues included in these categories. Whether oh
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jective (that is, quantitative) procedures and data are used
does not alter tl fact that policy makers make value decisions
(Wirt, Mitchell, and Marshall 1988).

The link between efficiency and enrollment. Many
funding decisions, espec;ally those in states using formulas,
are linked in some way to enrollment in higher education.
These enrollment-based approaches to funding are legacies,
many observers believe, of the growth era (Brinkman 1984;
Caruthers and Otwig 1979; Hale and Rawson :976; D. Jones
1984; Moss and Gaither 1976). In periods of growth, the real
cost of one additional student, that is. the marginal cost to
the institution, is less than the average cost of a student. In
times of declining enrollment, institutions can incur dispro-
portionate kxsses of funding if formula-based reductions are
based on average costs. Approaches to funding that lessen
the hold of eitrollment over funding include decouphng, buf
fering, enrollment corridors, or marginal or fixed costs. "De-
coupling' refers to shifting funding from enrollment-based
approaches to program-based funding to remove enrollment
as a source of reductions in funding. "Buffering" is used to
smooth a precipitous drop in enrollment in a single year by
averaging enrollments over sevend years. "Enrollment cor
ridors" provide a range of allowable change that does not af
fect levek of funding. And approaches using "marginal or
fixed costs" mitigate the effect of a decline in enrollments
by reducing fewer resources &an would be the case with a
linear funding formula (I-lines I988a).

As states with funding formulas conskler such approaches,
two kinds of questions arise. The first has to do with the tech
nical correaness of the approach, the second with whether
the addition of complexity to the funding technique interferes
with desirable procedural or process \Palm's. Decoupling,
along with other recent changes, for example, had the dis-
advantage of making formulas much more complex (Brink
man 1984). Similarly, both questions of technical expertise
and political problems stand in the way of states widely
1K:opting techniques of marginal costing (Allen and Top
p;ng 1979).

Diversity of mission. Diversity of educational mission is
an underlying value of most state systems of higher education
The flagship research university has a different expected role
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and mission from that of the regional colleges or the coin
munity college system. Formula funding has often been crit
icized for having a leveling" effect on institutions (Gross
1973), because fornmlas may fail to adequately recognize dif
ferences in mission.

Equity and fair share. One approach to equity or fairness
in state government appropriatRins is pRividing the same
funds to each institution for each FM student enrolled in a
comparable program of instruction Equity or fair share lo
cuses on several aspects of "Fair share" in the division of
funds. The "equity- or "fair share" in allocation is decided
on the basis of divisions (I) of funds among institutions as
well as divisions within institutions, (2) of costs between the
student and the state (Hearn and Anderson 1989), and (3)
of funds between the state and an institution's other miurces
of funds The use of economic analysis in the calculatlon of
"publi benefit" and the divisitm of state %ersus local oi
vate sliares has been suggested (Breneman and Nelson 1981).
The "public benefit- is, however, ultimately "in the eyes of
the beholder .. [and] the evaluation is (p a")

Techniques of allocation
Techniques for allocating resources can he di% ided into two
basic and c()mpeting approaches. ( 1) the imlit Ica] or interest
group interactRin ithidel and (2) the "rational school- m(idels
( Morgan 198A ) The former includes incrementalisin and po
litical log rolling, the latter foimula funding as well as lessei
used approaches like zero base budgeting ( %BB), planning
pRigramming and budgeting systems ( PPBS). and perliw
mance budgeting. Despite their inclusion in the "rationalist"
gRitip, formulas are oft en -adiusted" fI if p(ilitical ream MIS
Funding formulas are "a combination of technkal judgments
and political agreements" (Meisinger 1976. p 2)

Formative and $ummative evaluation
Evaluative processes. State decision makeis evaluate the
pRicess and results either explic itly or implicitly A number
of authors have described explicit evaluatK in, occurring while
allot amin is Iingoing. in the literature on kirmula Rincling
( linnkman 198.i, Caruthers and Orwig 1979, Hale and Rawson
19"6. Halstead 197a, Morgan 198-1, Moss and Gaither 19M)



The seminal work on state funding formulas provides three
broad criteria for erakiating an approach to funding.

I. Mcbnical eapertire. Does the formal technique of allo
cation measure, weight, identify, or quaM7 effectivdy what
it purports to measure, weight, ident., or quaM7?

2. Tim-way feedback Is the allocation process "open" and
does it encourage and facilitate participation and the com
munication of views on institutional needs and the state's
priorities among all actors in the process (kgislature, gov
emu', higher education agency, institutions, the general
public)?

3. Clanfication of values and issue s. lb what extent does
the allocation process highlight the choices in vakie and
the facts involved in any choice? (Miller 1964).

Formative and summative erakiation provides opportunities
to assess both the process and the outcomes and to modify
either or both. Because state appropriations are made through
overlapping cycles, the resuks of summative eraluation can
be used as formativn evakiation and feed immediately into
the procem. Unfortunatdy, erakiation of state funding pro
cesses is one of the less fully developed parts of the decision
process, and the opportunity is not fully exploited.

Quality, outcomes, and effectiveness. In most states, the
maintenance of quality is the responsibihty of the institutions
Increasingly, however, states have attempted to define and
use some measure of quality in their funding procedures,
though most have found it difficult to define or measure. The
absence of performance criteria in past approaches to allo-
cation is "not a matter of simple oversight" (Folger 1984, p.
2). States wishing to dickide criteria for quality or perfor-
mance in the budget process must deal with the definitions
of quality and effectiveness, the measurement of performance.
and the establishment of objectives for quality or perfor
mance The practice of mmsuring and recognizing quality
in higher education spread rapidly through states in the 1980s.
A survey of the 50 states in 1983 showed that for four-year
colleges and universities, 13 states were specifically "changing
their financing structure to promote quahty" (Leslie 1983, p.
187). A more recent survey found that almost half of the states

Incentives . . .

are thought
to be more
efficient in
achieving
ol#ectives
than are
regulations.
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now have explicit incentives in their budget processes to im-
prove the quality of higher education (Maryland Higher Ed-
ucation Commission 1988). States have increased the use
incentives for at least two reasons: Incentives are part of a
"market strategy of voluntary participation by colleges and
universities, and they are thought to be more efficient in
achieving objectives than are regulations (Folger 1989). States
recognize other outcomes: number of degrees granted, for
which they might allocate money on the basis of reimburse-
ment, or increased enrollment or retention of minority
students.

Research questions arising from this category are similar
to those recognizing mission: an analysis ot trade-offs of in-
stitutional autonomy, communication of values, and consid
eration of whether the process is participatory.

Summary
Examination of the state higher education budget process be
gins with a state's external environment, which includes its
history, politics, economy, and demography. The eftects of
these major factors have been studied with respect to the total
budgetary outcome of total spending on higher education.
Their effects are varied, in part because the research varies
in approaches used. The effects also vary because different
states have different environments at different times and re
spond differently to environmental conditions. The state filters
the environment somewhat as it responds to, or ignores, envi
ronmental factors.

The roles of mious organizational participants depend on
the state in which they are working. In most states, the gov-
ernor sets the broad agenda or parameters of the state's bud-
get, and the legislature modifies the distribution of the bud
get. Governors' budget offices are also important participants,
however, their roles and influence are little studied phenom
ena. These roles are both informal and formal, the latter in
chiding styles of financial governance.

Budgets operate on several time schedules, including four
phases in a single budget cycle: preparation, approval, ex
ecution, and audit. Each phase is affected by changes in tech
nology and knowledge, the most obvious of which is the
spreading use of computers. Budget preparation and alloca
lion involve various techniques of funding, such as formulas,
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which are the most common approach states use. A phase
undergoing substantial change is evaluation and feedback
States increasingly use this phase of the budget process as
a means to promote and study quality and effectiveness in

higher education.
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THE ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXT OF BUDGETING

Wh do some states spend over $200 per person in state rev-
enue on higher education, while others spend barely $100
per person (see table 2)? And w;ly do some states appropriate
$15 or more per $1,000 of income, v, hile other states spell('
less than $8 per $1,000 of income? One factor contributing
to these wide variations among states is the special external
emironment affecting each state. The impact of the external
en ironment on state appropriations for higher education is
significam (1.ayze)l 1988b: Lyddon 1989 ). The external en
%ironment does not fully explain the rariances in funding for
higher education among the states, hoNever.

TABLE 2

APPROPRIATIONS OF STATE TAX FUNDS FOR HIGHER
EDUCATION OPERATING EXPENSES PER CAPITA

AND PER $1,000 OF PERSONAL INCOME:
FISCAL YEAR 1990

State Tax

Appropriations
(POO

Appropriation
per Capita

Amount Rank

Appropriation per
$1,000 of Income
Amount Rank

114.1 $1-6.023 $311 ii 1 $1- 59 2

I iawin 292.66 260 89 2 IS 90 I

\\ Nulling 110 18i 23098 5 1-81 1

\ orth Uroluu 1 I.S8,S16 220 92 1 IS-1 6

\finmN)11 9.16,-9 220 28 i 1 i 19 II

\orth Daktct 159 OH 210-1 6 16 ii

(JIM rnu S-40,-5- 200m 1081 19
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TABLE 2 (continued)

APPROPRIATIONS OF STATE TAX FUNDS FOR HIGHER
EDUCATION OPERATING EXPENSES

State1kx

Appropriations

($000)

Appropriation
per Capita

Amount Runk

Appropriation per
$1,000 of Income

Amount Runk

Michigan $1.408,009 $15195 24 $ 9 21 36

Texas 2,6242 150 38 25 10.68 21

Colorado 504.757 148 76 26 9 29 34

Tennessee 727.449 147.47 ..1 10.71 20

Kentucky 550,182 147.03 28 11.51 15

Maine 176,868 147 02 29 9 71 30

Indiana 814,021 146 88 30 9 a2 29

New Jelsey 1,142,805 146 01 31 6.73 47

Rhode Island 144,522 145 10 32 8 62 39

Illinois 1675322 144.44 33 8 21 41

Oregon 395,898 143 % 34 9.61 32

Connealcut 463,796 142 40 35 6 22 49

Nesui..b 146,636 139.79 36 7 94 42

Massachusetts 815,998 139.18 37 6 66 48

Oklahoma 453,090 137 93 -.)8 10 49 24

Georgia w4,669 13560 39 9 14 38

Montana 109,416 135 42 40 1057 22

West Virginia 2s1,505 134.42 41 11.42 16

Ohio 1,427,041 132.29 42 8 16 40

Flonda 1567,712 125 07 43 7.66 3
Arkansas 301,200 124 77 44 10.29 27

South Dakota 85,995 121 46 45 9 46 33

Missoun 603535 116 90 46 7 60 44

Louisiana 522,912 115.95 47 9 65 31

Pennsykania 1,361,361 114.94 48 6 99 16

Wrmont 59,936 107 61 49 7 03 45

New Hampshire 74393 66 66 50 3 53 50

Total $39,326,391 $159.18 $9.74

Source Grapeme, December 1989, No. 359, p 2270.

The focus of this section is the enviroi4mental context
within which the State budget process for higher education
operates and within which policy makers and practitioners
must function. It discusses the interrelated aspects of the
changing external environmenthistorical traditions arid the
political, economic, and demographic contextsand the re
suiting challenges for practitioners and state policy makers.
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Historical Traditions
A central function of all political systems is to allocate resour
ces among competing preferences for their use (Win, Mitch
ell, and Marshall 1988). Values and policy preferences are at
the heart of all state budget processes. Participants in a state's
budget process bring with them the values and policy prel
erences of their constituencies--state agencies, interest
groups, and, of course, private citizenswhich are both con
fficting and complementary, narrowly defined and wide rang
ing. In short, the spectrum of values and policy preferences
represented in the state budget process mirrors that within
the state's citizenry "If politics is regarded as conflict over
whose preferences are to prevail in the determination ofpol
icy. then the budget records the outcomes of this struggle"
(Wildavsky 1986, p. 9). From one perspective, then, a state's
annual or biennial budget effectively summarizes the values
and policy preferences present within the state culture as con
veyed by the participants in the budget process.

The dimension of value
The current values and preferences in any state's culture about
areas of public policy, such as higher education, have not
been generated within a vacuum. They are rather the result
of deeply held historical traditions picssed from generation
to generation, which could be either beliefs or practices
(Fisher 1988a ). Further, these traditions may be nebulous.
as in the case of myths and sagas (for example, the ongoing
attempt by some to maintain Virginia Military Institute as an
all-male institution), or they aay be quantifiable. as in the
case of constitutional articles or state statutes. Reganqcss of
their source, these traditions frame the state's higher educa
tion policy.budget process and act as behavioral regulators
for the participants. One dimension of historical tiaditions
can be termed the "value dimension." "Value" in this context
is meant in the collective sense, as opposed to individual
philosophical ralues. The collective value historically ac
corded to education by the residents of a state significantl
affects state educational poliq making and eX'penditures (Wirt
and Kirst 1972). Patterns of public spending for education
(that is. resources allocated among competing preferences)
tend to be affected by a state's historical traditions as well.
For example. states with historically strong private sectors of
higher education tend to spend less over time on public
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higher education relaux c to public education for kindergarten
through grade 12 (Garms 1986).

Tbe dimension of control
Control is another historical dimension of the state policy
budget process for higl,er education. In earlier days. the re
lationship between higher education and state government
was one sided Colleges and universities kept state govern
ment at arm's length until it was time for more funding (D.

Jones 1984). Early American colleges "considered themselves
private foundations They accepted public grants. to be sure.
but never surrendered control [to the state] over policy for
'nation (Bnibacher and Rudy 1976, p.35). in fact, until
the passage of the Morrill Act, the establishment of colleges
was predominantly a function oc private groups.

This arrangement did not last. As the nunther of higher ed-
ucation institutions in this country grew during the 20th cen
tury, so did the number of state-level coordinating and gm
erning boards A comparative analysis of legislation passed
in four states between 1900 and 1979 found that over time
the mount of legislation affecting higher education increased
(Fisher 1988b). A tendency did not exist, however, to resti ict
institutional autonomy (Fisher 1988b) Rather, the sheer
growth over time in these' regulatory mechanisms has led to
increased percept kms of reduced autonomy by the academy
These perceptions are not without warrant. As governors, leg
islatures. and the general public have become more sophis
tkated about higher education, the desire for greater control
during and after the budget process has also increased (Ifines
I988a). Further, although the American legal system has
beenand remainshighly receptive to the concept of "cor
porate" autonomy from external control. over time the ac
ademk profession has become fragmented with regard to the
principles that underlie academic freechtm ( Leslie 198). This
fact too encourages outside intervention

The Political Context
Closely related to the contest of hist( wical traditions is the
politkal context. -The social life of a citizen is interwoven
into the political lifeind the mediating factor that makes

p )ssible is culture" (Win, Mitchell, and Marshall 1988, p. 271)

Iligher education and state politics have been intertwined
suke the MassachliseUs legislature began making direct leg

JO
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islative grams to Harvard in the 1600s (Brubacher and Rudy
1976). In later years, the passage of the Morrill Act ensured
that higher education would re,nain within the realm of state
politics indefinitely (Hines and Hartmark 1980). Three aspects
of the changing political environment as it relates to state
budgeting for higher educadon inckide the structure of higher
education, gubernatorial influence, and legislative influence

The structure of higher education
During the 1960s and 1970s, most of the states established
coordinating agencies to handle the massive expansion higher
education was experiencing at that time (McGuinness 1988)
With the formation of these state agencies, many of the pow
ers previously accorded institutional governing boards trans
ferred to the agencies, including planning, budgetary, and
financial functions. All states, with the exception of Wyoming,
have a statutory state level coordinating, governing, and, or
planning board for higher education. Of these states, 43 have
statutory authority to review and, or recommend budgets for
higher education to the governor or legislature (McGuin-
ness 1988).

The extent to which these state coordinating or governing
entities share authority in the state budget process, both for
mal/ex officio and informal, depends greatly on the state's
political culture. These relationships have a significant, al-
though not always obvious, effect on the conception and im
plementation of the budget (D. Jones 1984). And these re
lationships vary from state to state: "The conditions of each
state determine form and powers" (Glenny 1985, p. 13).

Much of this variance can be explained by the degree of
centralization present in the state's structure of higher edu
cation. Figure 2, in the previous section, presents a useful con
timium for analysiilg the degree of centralization within a
higher education structure. It shows four structural models,
ranging from the highly centralized to the highly decentral
ized. In the state-agency model, the coordinating agency and
the legislature make all of the budget decisions for the in-
stitutions and exercise strict financial control over them. In
the state controlled model, the c(x)rdinating agency, although
still the primary authority tor higher education, relies more
on the bi,dget requests of the institutions than in the state
agency model. In the state-aided model, the state and the in
stitution are jointly responsible for the financing of the' in
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stitution, and the coordinating agency tends to be more of
an adviser than an authority. And in the free-market model,
the institution is financially responsible for itself, and the state
contracts with the institution to provide educational services
to the citizens of the state In this situation, the coordinating
agency is but a conduit for the appropriated funds and has
no real influence in the budget process. In reality, none of

these models exist in their pure state (D. Jones 1984) In fact,
virtually all of the states fall into one of the first three models
(Volkwein 1987). This continuum illustrates, however, how
the roles, responsibilities, and influence of the coordinating
agency and the governing bozsd in the budget process can
vary according to the structure in place

Despite the difference of the structural conditions within
each state, a common element of tension remains between
coordinating agencies and governing boards. In recent years,
this tension has formed along what can be termed the -ac
countability/autonomy axis As state budgets have become
tighter and mere competitive, higher education's constituen-
cies have become more insistent about seeing real outcomes
from public dollars (Floyd 1982). Although the term "account
ability" is most often discussed in a fiscal context, it in fact
has a much broader meaning. The concept of accountability
has many different facets affecting different policy domains,
including the more common concept of fiscal accountability
(Hartmark and Hines 1986) Accordingly, the term "account
ability" can connote different principles to different constit
uencies at the same time

In many states, the coordinating agency is the gateway to
higher education and thus becomes the sounding board and
messenger for these constituencies The message that coor-
dinating agencies have been bringing to the campuses is that
they must be accountable in all policy domains. Over time,
the mechanisms used for ensuring accountability have ranged
from the fwmal (for example, statute, performance audit, and
administrative rules) to the informal (politic al clout) (Mingle
and Lenth 1989).

At the other side of this axis is the issue of institutional au
tonomy. The academy has held sacred the principles of in

stitutional self governance or self determination throughout
history. At the core of these principles lie the concepts of
academic freedom and tenure (Leslie 1987 ). The ackent of
coordinating agencies and increased state regulaticm of insti



tutional matters has led to feelings on campus of overin .
trusiveness by these agencies into institutional matters. Al-
though legislation related to higher education has increased
over time, no evidence exists that actual institutional auton-
omy has been restricted (Fisher 1988b). In legal matters sur-
rounding academic freedom and "corporate autonomy," the
courts have generally deferred to the rights of the institu-
tion to exercise its judgment in all matters related to the
institution:

The Supreme Court has clearly articulated the fundanwntal
rationale for its [corporate autonomy! existence on seivral
occasions. To wit. a university is held to exist for the puipose
of adivncing the free pursuit of ideas and enjoys some
measure of First Amendment respect, if not direct protec-
tion, as an instrunwnt for the advancement of this basic
social ivlue (Leslie 1987, pp. 300-301)

It appears, then, that institutional autonomy remains intact
In the political sphere, however, perceptions are reality.

The call for increased measures of accountability for higher
education has increased the feeling of diminished autonomy
to the point of supersensitivity on both sides. An example
of this tension recently took place in Vermont. In response
to increased public feelings that the University of Vermont
had lost sight of its mission to the citizens of the state, the
legislature requested that the university show how its reseafth
benefited the state and that decisiom about faculty tenure
were justified. In response, the chairman of the university's
board of trustees sent back a "scorching reply to this assault
upon 200 years of academic autonomy (Economist 1989b,
p. 28). In short, although autonomy may not in reality be di
minished, it is perceived to be so and thus external demands
for institutional accountability are being met with increased
host ility.

Gubernatorial influence
Over time, governors have begun to take a more active r
in the formation of policy for higher education (I Ierzik 1988)
Over the past several years. the impetus for creating policy
for higher education has shifted from institutions to the ex
ecutive mansion (Adler aixl Line 1988). In fact, "no single
individual is more important to the development of higher
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education in any state than the governor" (p. 10). While the
vahdity of this claim may vary from state to state, it is generally
true that the governor has the formal authority to veto or sign
legislation, appoint his or her own people to state and insti
tutional coordinating and governing boards, and recommend
a budget for higher education (Bey le 1983). In essence, the
governor's main role in the budget process is that of chief
facilitator. An important original study of the politics of the
higher education budget process found the governor indeed
to be playing a leading role in the formation of the higher
education budget in Michigan, Wisconsin, and Illinois (Lin
genfelter 1974). Of course, this role is played out through for
mal powers, personal charisma, and a host of other intangible
factors Indeed, one governor in a southern state who lacked
formal p(Avers achieved significant changes in education
through shrewd negotiation, consensus buikling, and example
(Kearney 1987). It seems valid to assert that "it is the governor
who has the greatest potential to become the initiator as well
as the catalyst for policy chahges" in higher education LAdler
and Lane 1988, p. 17). From the perspective of one former
executive officer in state higher education fron, the Northwest,
the role of the governor in higher education policy making
may have become too active (see Davis 1988a) lie lost his
job as a result of the new governor's strong interest in higher
education policy.

The governor does not make recommendations without
help. Virtually all governors have an executive budget office,
and over one third of all governor., have their own appointed
aides for education and higher education (Davis 1988h)
These piofessional staffers know the political economy of the
state well and in particular the financial outlook for the corn
mg fiscal year. They "protect the governor from midyear
changes in spending plans or from ending up with deficits"
(Albritton and Dran 1987, p 115). This trend in the proles
sionalization of the executive hninch has intensified in recent
years (I lines 988a), and, as such, the executive budget staff
and higher education aides are the individuals on whom Me
governor increasingly relies for setting spending limits and
de eloping pi iorities in preparing budget recommendations.

Legislative influence
'Me relationship between higher education and state govern
ment became increasingly complex throughout the 1980s
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(McGuinness 1986). This increased complexity has ft.,ulted
in legisUtures that aie more sophisticated in nutters of higher
education policy than were their predecessors in many cases
(McGuinness 1986). Further, the leOlature has moved from
a minor to a major phyer in the formation of policy for higher
education. One reason for it is the fact that for many states,
higher education has hecome the largest discretionary item
in the budget (Zusman 1986). This increase in state expen-
ditures on higher education has increased thc interest of leg
islators into how and where those funds are spent.

This is where the similarity between the executive and the
legislative branches ends, how e% er. Two primary factors wn
tribute to the different type of influence that the legislature
exerts on the budget process for higher education. The first
factor, which could be termed the "constituency factor," is
based on the premise that while the governor must be the
archetypal statesman representing the wide spectrum of pub
lic concern within the state, individual legislators must put
first the concerns of the voters in their own particular districts
(I3iandl 1988). In other words, legislators are the ultimate pur
veyors of Tip O'Neill's maxim that "all politks is local.- Leg-
islators push those expenditures that directly benefit their dis
tricts and are indifferentor worsetoward those budget
items that result in little or no benefit for the home district
(Wildavsky 1986), and a legislator whose district includes a
college or university will he more likely to favor expenditures
benefiting the institution and higher education in general
(Brand! 1988).

The second factor could he termed the "party affiliation
factor." The two-party structure inherent in the American po
litical system typically fosters intense party loyalties and in
terparty competition that become readily apparent in the
budget process Each party seeks to maximize its presence
in the state and as a result aligns itself with pt)pular issues
as a source of symbolic identification. Each party elevates its
own proposed pohc s and denigrates the others, regardless
of the budgetary ramifications (Wildavsky 1986). Legislatois,
then, ntust support their partys position on specific poli,
matters as well as constituents' interests. Party affiliation is
also important in determining key committee assignments
and leadership (Lingenfelter 1974 ).

The legislature serves a dual role in the higlier education
budget process. On the one hand, as watcher, of the puhlic

Each party
elevates its
own proposed
policies and
denigrates
the others,
regardless of
the budgetaty
ramifications.
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porse, legisknors act as stewards of funds for higher education.
The legislature must ensure that pubhc funds are spent ef
fidently and effectivdy. On the other hand, the legislature
also serves as the forum for constituents' and the party's policy
preferences. in a sense, these roles are mutually exclusive
in that one role requires that rational spending decisions be
made while the other is inherently irrational, forsaking sound
fiscal policy in an effort to satisfy a multitude of needs and
desires (Brandi 1988). "Intense party competition and high
voter turnout often work in favor of high expenditures- (Shar
kansky, cited in Wildavsky 1986, p. 236). In the legislative ses
sion in spring 1989, after the speaker of the House and the
Senate president (both DenuxTats) backed a tax increa4e fbr
education (see Cage I989a), the four main partisan groups
within the Illinois General AssemNy (that is, House Demo-
crats, House Republicans, Senate Democrats, and Senate Re-
publicans) each introduced separate new spending plans for
higher education, each one progressively larger than the other

lake the governor, the legislature has a staff to attend to the
budget and to substantive policy issues. Over the past -10
years, these staffs have become more professional and pre-
dominant in the budget process (Pipho 1988). The roles of
these staffs may range from nonpartisan analyst to political
aide and wver all points in between, depending on the state
In Florida, for example, the nonpartisan higher education
budget analysts in both the House and the Senate review the
entire higher education budget request and then make a for
mal presentation of their lecommendations to their respective
committees (Turnbull and Irvin 1981) In Ilhnois, staffers are
partisan and more politically active and tend to be less con
spicuous in the fbrmal areas of the budget process. Despite
this variance, all state legislative staff have become what one
observer Once predicted they would become. "anonymous
leaders of higher education" (Glenny 1972).

The Economic Context
If historical traditions set the stage and politics provides the
actors, then the economi«ontext writes the script that frames
the budget outcome for higher education at the state level
"Not only does higher education affect economic prosperity
and the entire macroeconom': environment but that envi
ronment (also] has a very direct impact on the operation of
our institutions of higher learning" (Anderson uid Massy
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1989, p. 2). During the 1980s, this observation was illustrated
in different regions of the country in that the states with the
greatest increase in state tax support for higher education
were located in regions of the country with the strongest
economies and vice versa (Hines, Hickrod, and Pruyne 1989)
Three interrelated aspects of the economic context affect state
budgeting for higher education. general economic conditions,
state tax capacity, and availability of state revenues.

General economic conditions
Public support for higher education is directly related to tile
general condition of a state's economy (Wittstruck and Bragg
1988). Nationally, the econonly has enjoyed a period of sus
tallied expansion since 1982, with just a few states the excep-
tions. In the wake of this expansion, the United States has
been involved in a balancing act, trying to prevent inflation
from skyrocketing or recession from occurring (Anderson and
Massy 1)89), Either one of these events could trigger sevete
budget problems for higher education. High Inflation lowers
real ['acuity salaries, lowers available federal funds for reseaR h
and student aid, and adversely affects endowments (Andirson
19}q3b). On the other hand, the onset of recession could (e-
duce state tax yields, resulting in depleted state general fund
reserves (Carnevale 1988), which, in turn, coukl bring about
a period of fiscal stringency and retrenchment like that seen
in the early 1980s (Gold 1987).

Two aspects of the economy that affect state budgeting and
bear special mention are the state unemployment rate and
the per capita income rate. All things being equal. a low un
employment rate is a prime indicator of a healthy econom
Conversely, tAates with high unemployment rates typically
have a high degree of competing demands placed upon a
shrinking state budget, which directly affects the share going
to higher education (Gold 1987). High unemployment creates
an increased need for state services, such as public aid and
other social services. Paradoxically. one of the benefits derived
from higher education is a more competent and employable
work f orce (Johnston and Associates 198-1 Some state policy
make, s have realized this relationship, e en in the face of dis
mal state economies. "To neglect education this year, based
on the prentise that the economy is bad ... saves money in
the short run but is a disastrous decision in the long run" (Ne
braska Gov. Kerrey, cited in Beyle 1985. p. 49). Despite this
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recognition on the part of state poho makers, the reaht) of
the situation is that unouploment do leases the availability
of state revenues and increases Lompetakm fins the remaining
state funds.

One obvms reason for the relationship between the rel
ative wealth of the population and the lo el of gmeroment
expenditures (Wiklask) 1986) is that wealthier states have
a greater tax base than do poorer states. Empirical research
has indicated that a significant relationship exists between
per capita iniome and state expenditures for higher education
(Garms 1986). In fact, one group of researchers concluded
that "per capita income is the most important single factor
affecting higher education spending" (Kim and Price 1977,
p 260). A less obvious reason for this relationship is the fait
that gross family income and a family's disposable income
are directly related. The mole iniome a famil) has, the more
it Lan spend on "nonessentials" like h:gher education. De
mand for higher education services is determined to sonic
extent by affluence "rhusis a state's per capita income in
lreases, demand for these servii es ini reases. in turn putting
pressure on state governments to increase their expenditures
on higher education.

State tax capacity
State tax capacity is defined as the amount of state roenue
that would be generated if the re\ enue base were tapped at
the maximum allowable rates for taxes and serviLe fees
(Berne and Schramm 1986). Revenue bases include the ol
ume of general sales, hi enses issued. Lorporate income, per
sonal income. property value, and oil and gas produitum
(11alstead 19891i) For Lomparative purposes, if uniform tax
rates are applied to every state's roenue base, a wide variance
exists among states ( Halstead 19891i) Thus, the most impor
Lint variable in determining the level of a state's tax capacity
is not the nominal tax rates but the underlying economiL ai
tiit And "state governments Clic no more severe handkap
in their task of adequately supporting publii setliies than
the near permanent burden of k)W tax capaLity" (p. 22) Not
surprisingly, states with highei tax LapaLities hme been shown
to AKA more state revenue to higher eduLatitil than states
with low tax capacities (Garms 1986)

16 improve tax capai ay, some states opt to raise taxes. With
the advent of revenue shortfalls. many states, both high and
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km capacity, have opted to increase UX rates to make up rev
enue (Gold 1987). he prima,y effect that economic activity
has on a state's tax capacity and on resulting expenditures
should not he underestimated, however. Louisiana has kmg
relied on the oil and gas industries in the state to provide rev
enues for public services. In 1982, -II percent of the state's
revenues came directly from oil and gas (Economat I989a)
When the oil and gas industries began to dry up, however,
so did Louisiana's revenue base, resulting in a $700 million
budget deficit in 1989 (Cage 1989h). As a result, Louisiana
Governor Buddy Roemer threatened that unless changes in
the state tax structure were made to shift more of the burden
to individuals and away from the filtering oil and gas indus
tries, at least half of the state's public universities would have
to he closed (Cage 1989b) State voters, however, defeated
a constitutional amendment to implement these changes in
the state tix structure (Pipho 1989). This example illustrates
not only the importance of the state's economy on tax (-vac
ity hut also the political clnanuc that occurs within state
fiscal policy.

In some states, governors have realized that impitning tax
capacity is more effectively achieved through CU momiL de
velopment than through tax increases (Ilines 1988a) Higher
educatkm has been seen as a means ftw improving the eco
nomic base, primaril through devek)pment of high technol
ogy. Several states have developed plans to entice high
technology industries to establish or relocate within their
borders by using higher education as a large part of the bait
(Johnson 1984 ). In Illinois, both public and private institu
tions of higher edui atk )n have established academic centers
in the western suburbs of Chicago to offer graduate studies
to residents and to encourage high technology de\ek)pment
( Keenan 1987). Working in conjunction with private industry.
Fkwida has established "c enters of exi el lenie- and other re
search initiatives at universities. Higher education is also in
olved in training and retraining the work Rwce, whkh also

benefits the o (momy and ultimately tax capacity Between
1985 and 1989. the state of Ohio committed $8 8 million in
as Pn >duLti\it Impnwement Challenge to provide incentn es
for comimmity colleges, technical colleges, and university
regional colleges to devekp approaches to increase the par
ii ipatkm of state residents in higher educatkm, job training,

and retraining k Ohio Board of Regents 1989) As higher ed
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ucation bewmes more involved with improving the state eco
nomic base, it is likely that even more benefits will accrue'
to colleges and universities. Evidence is found in the fact that
many states with large increases in appropriations for higher
education during the latter part of the 1980s explicitly linked
higher education with economic development (Hines, I lick
rod, and Pruyne 1989).

Availability of state revenues
Closely related to state tax capacity is the availability of state
revenues. The principal difference between strong and weak
state supptwt of higher education is the availability of state
revenues (I lines, Hickrod, and Pruyne 1989). Availability of
revenues is simply the amount of current and projected re
enue growth expected in the next budget period A survey
of state level budget officers in five western states indicated
that a majority felt that availability of revenues was the major
factor affecting budget decisions in their states (Duncombe
and Kinney 1986). A major reason is that, unlike the federal
government, most state governments are required to operate
within balanced budgets. Several researchers hae analyzed
the relationship between availability of state revenues and
state expenditures for higher education and found significant
relationships (see, e.g., Coughlin and Erekson 1986; Garms
1986). Further, although availability of revenues is important,
the w illingness ot lawmakers to spend it on higher education
is even more crucial (Hines, I lickrod, and Pruyne 1989) Ad
ditional state revenues do not benefit higher education if ti ley
are not directed toward higher education.

An interesting twist on this factoi is tlie current situation
in California. Until recently, state spending for higher edu
cation was iegulated by the "Gann limit," which limited the
growth of state expenditures to a function of growth in state
population awl inflat n, with the predominant factor being
growth in population. If the demand for se; ices is greater
than population growth, fn is would have to be reallocated
or services curtailed Currently, the state's higher education
system is experiencing substantial growth in enrollments,
which is projected to increase by 2 i percent annually, while
state population is projected to grow by only 1 5 percent an
nually between 1988 and 2005 (California Postsectmdary Ed
minion Commission 1990) As a result of this growth, the I. ini
versa) of California projects the need for three new campuses,
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the California State Univeisity system projects the need for
expansion at its 20 existing campuses, and the community
«Alege system may need as many as 23 new campuses In
1990, however, Californians voted to nuse the spending limit
through a measure known as Proposition 1 1 I, which relieves
the fiscal pressure on the state's three tiered system of higher
education, at least for the present ( (htvnwle 1990). Other
state budget categories, with the exception of kindergarten
through grade 12 and comnmnity colleges for which the Gann
limit was originally lifted, also face growing caseloads

An is.sue afkcting many states in the 1980s was the problem
)t det lining available revenues and int reasing demands fnim

other areas of state g(ivernnieni, such as public aid and cor
rednins (Pipho 1989). As a result, the dynamic that oct urred
w Rhin highei educatum (especUlly publk higher edmation)
is that tuition \v.'s int reased to nuke up for lost state revenues.
Not surprisingly, over tune an inverse relationship occurs be
(\teen state appilpt iatKAV- f()r publit institutions and publit
tuition levels k Wit tst k and hagg 1988). In the early 1980s
when the e«mom was in a it, ession, growth in state funding
for higher education was limited, and tuiti(in at public insti
(talons went throu!th a period of tlouble digit int reases \Then
the etonom) imi-nited, however, growth in tuition was urn
it(d (liaupt man 1989) Interesting!), large int reases in tuition
(k ur when the et onomy is doing p(x)rly and students can
least ant nd to pay, but \l'hen the economy is doing well, tui
lion is kept stable ( 1 latiptman 1989). In sum, shortfalls and
i. ompeting demands on state revenues have a double imp:it t
(in higher edikation Not only do retvnue shiirtages hirce
higher education to increase tuition. man students also will
mit be able to pay the increases

The Demographic Context
A sute's demogrwhit context , the state budget out
()me in that the nnx of p(ipulatRin and overall gniwth or de
line thret tl) affects services required State demographics

aftet t higher education at both a macro and a microlevel. At
the macrole\ el. hanges in merall population and in the

)ifill( Mt um of the 1,opulati( m, sue h as ag t. and mim >11 t dis
tnbution, affed the demand for different types of public ser
Kt-, such as higher edikatmn At a mit rolevel, ihanges in

patterns ,ind participation rates in higher education aile(t
pi )110 nukers' percened need of higher education.
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Changes in the overall population
It has been argued t'-a changes in oveiall state population
affect both the ( werall state budget process (Wildavsky 1986)
and the state budget process for higher education (Lyddon.
Fonte, and Millor 1987; Volkwein 1987) If population levels
iikrease, the need for state servk es increases correspondingly
If population levels decrease, then corresponding economic
diffIculties usually require a cutback in state services An anal
ysis of two year dianges in appropriations for higher educa
tion indicates a positive' relationship between the geographic
location of a state and a change in the level of appropriations
for higher education (Hines 1988b). States in areas under-
going large increases in population, such as the Sunbelt, have'
tended to show large increases in appropriations for higher
education, while states whose populations are stagnant or de
dining (the Midwest, for example) have tendcd to show little
or even negative growth in appropriations for higher edu
cation. Again, growti in overall state population usually re
quires that the state's sen ce delivery systems be expanded
and vice versa

Changes in the composition of the population
Changes in the composition of the population also affect the
state budget pmcess, part K u arly the age distribution of the
population and the percentage of minorities within the pop
ulation. In general, our population is aging Okler citizens
roluire different kinds of services from youngo citizens Dur
ing the baby boom, when the younger, school age cohort was
expanding at a rate much Lister than the rest of the popula
t ion, state educational expenditures in( reased rapidly as well
( Bowman 1985) Over a 30 year period, the numbers of a
state's residents aged 5 to !7 and 18 to 20 were significant
determinants of publk revenues allocated to kindergarten
through grade 12 and higher education in years when those
age groups constituted a large percentage of the state's total
population (Garms 1986) As the younger cohorts have de
(lined as a percentage of the population, however, so has tlie
signifkance of these relationships. On the other hand, older,
"nontraditional" students have accounted for the majority of
the growth in higher education emollments in recent years
(Frames 1986) These individuals typically enroll part time
an(1 require diflerent services from traditional students, re
suiting in diffelent kinds and levels of wsts (Brinkman 1988)
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Another pressure affecting the state ffigher eilucation bud
get process is the changmg minority population. During the
1980s, minorities accounted for the majority of the population
growth in the United States (Johnston and Assodates 1987).
The pressure from this growth, however, is not khat minority
enrollments are increasing hut that they are decreasing (Fran
ces 1986) Further, minority students' chievement at all levels
of education has, on average. been poor. In some states, these
decreases and poor performance have resulted in strong po
Utical pressures on higher education ffom powerful minority
legislators and their caucuses. As we pproach the 2Ist Len
tury, the movement of our economy from a manufacturing
to a technology and service base will mean that the majority
of the new jobs created will require greater skills and edu-
cation than currently (Johnston and Associates 1987)

Enrollment levels and participation rates
Traditionally, frinding for higher education, at least as far as
the operating budget is concerned, has been linked to en
rollments (Leslie and Ranley 1986). More funding is appro
priated Is enrollment levels increase and vkc versa. Enroll
ments have been considered to be such an integral factor in
the higher education budget process that with enrollments
killing and competing demands for state services increasing,
public higher education will find it difficult to get the appro
priations it seeks- (Crosson 1983. p. 533). Conversely, states
whose systems of higher education have been experiencing
growth in enrollments shoukl lso be everiencing siuiiiLur
growth in appropriatic HIS, as in California

Interestingly. evidence suggests that the traditional rela
tionship between increased enrollments and increased ap
propriations is diminishing in importance. This relationship
certainly was not the case' in Califoinia until the 1990 passage
of Proposition Ill A iecent analysis lOund that increasing
enrollments in publk colleges and universities typkally re
suited in a net loss in state appropriations per FEE student
One reason for this phenomenon may be the politk al appeal
of' reducing enrollments to improve educational quality
'Mose institutions that pursue such a policy may fare better
in the budget process than those that have uncontrolled
growth in ens Illments (Leslie and Ramey 1986).

Closely related to levels of enrollment is the state higher
education pat ticipation rate. generally defined as the propor

The role of the
legislature . . .

is fueled
more by
provincialism
and party
politics than
statesmanship.
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tion of enrolled students to the college aged cohort within
the state; it is a measure of demand for higher education and
to some extent the value residents place on higher education.
Available data suggest that states with high participation rates
in public higher education allocate a larger portion of their
budget to public higher education (Halstead 1989b). During
the 1980s, the rano of public higher education 1TE students
to the 18- to 44-year-old population in the United States de-
clined (Caruthers and Marks 1988). Part of the reason is the
growth in older part-time students as a percentage of total
enrollments. Over time, the growth in the participation nite'
of students aged 25 and older has increased (Frances 1986).
These pressures on the participation rate may alter its impact
in years to come

Summary
"lhe environmental context within which the state higher ed
ucation budget process operates is multifaceted Historical
traditions, politics, et:onomics, and demographics all underlie'
the values and policy preferences that participants bring with
them to the process. These traditions frame the actions and
interactions of the participants in often subtle ways.

Values and preferences are played out within the state's
political context. Three major aspects Of the politic-al context
aie the structure of higher education, gubernatorial influence,
and legislative influence. The structure of higher education
within a state determines the extent to which the power of
higher education in the budget process is centralized (that
is, concentrated within a coordinating agency) or decentral
ized (that is, concentrated within individual institutions) De
spite the structurc of higher education in a state, a common
element of tension exists between the state and institutkmal
governing Nyards along the "accountability autonomy" axis
Other increasing pressures within the political context include
the increased role of the governor Governors are taking more
of a lead in setting the policy agendas for higher education
that are played out in the budget process. The role of the leg
islature in the process is also increasing, although in general
this role is fueled more by provincialism and party politics
than statesmanship

From an economic standpoint, general economic condi
tions, state tax capacity, and availability of state revenues all
affect the process Support for higher education is directly
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rdated to the general condition of a state's economy, tnclud
ing the level of inflation, per capita income, and unemploy
ment rates. Mso direcdy related to the state's economic con-
dition is the state tax capacity, which is the maximum amount
of revenue that woukl be generated if the revenue base were
tapped at the maximum allowable tax rates. If the underlying
economic base is poor. then tax capacity will he minimal.
States with higher tax capacities generally allot more state re)
enue per capita to higher education than those with low ca
pacifies. In some states. governors have been attempting to
improve tax capacity, not through increased tax rates but
through economic development. Often, higher education is
part of such efforts. Related to tax capacity is the availability'
of state revenues. Higher education's share of the budget is
directly related to the level of state revenue available. In years
when state revenues have been scarce, tuition has been in
creased at public institutions in many states to compensate
for the shortfall.

Demographics are also an impoitant pressure on the pro
cess. "rhe level and compositkm of a state's population directly
affect the services residents require If the population in-
creases, the level of state services required usually indeases
as well and vice versa Further, the composition of the state's
population affects the mix of services required. Data indicate
that the population is growing older and the number of mi
nonties is increasing. These trends will affect both the general
state budget process and the specific area of higher education.
as society strives to meet the special needs of these suhpop
ulations. Enrollment in higher education and states' panic
ipation rates in higher educatm have traditionally been im
portant factors in determining the level of funding nnwided
to higher education. because both of them measure demand
for higher education servk es. Recent analyses indicate, how
ever, that the significance of these fators in the process ma)
be decreasing.
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THE BUDGETARY PROCESS

As shown, contextual factors in state budgeting for higher ed
ucation are changing. The process itself is also dunging
in the increasing nunther of actors and the roks they play,
in structund issues, such as sta*e-level governance and coor
dinauon of higher education, in timing issues, such as the
advent of midyear reductions and supplemental appropria-
tions, in creative financing techniques, and in strategies to
allocate resources. Many of these issues have been referred
to in the description of the budgeting framework and with
regard to the environmental context Portions of the process
illustrated in the framework, however, are distinctive and de
serve further discussion. Some portions of the higher edu-
catkm budgeting process at the state kvel are poorly sup
ported with empirical research. One must then rely on
research about other levels of government (such as federal
or municipal governments) or research about budgeting fin
other state functions (such as elementary and secondary ed
ucation, or general government).

Drawing precise conclusions about the nature of the state
budgeting process for higher education is difficult for sevend
reasons. Relying on studies conducted primarily about other
levels of government is fauhy, because the nature of authority
is different in (-10i level of gmernment For example, state
governors usually have veto power over hne items, allowing
them to annul certain legislative decisions. The President lacks
this authority in his relations with the VS. Congress Mayors
or mtinicipal managers are usually the dominant figures in
their arenas, working with a weak or unassuming council
(Wildavsky 1986).

Another difficuhy with "borrowing" research is the nature
of the relationship between state governments and colleges
and universities. In some statcs, institutions might be treated
for budgetary purposes much like other state departments
In other states, however, public colleges and universities op
crate much more like private institutions with which the state
contracts for services (Curry and Fischer 1986). Clearly, the
processes of budgeting for institutions under disparate con
&ions differ. Even within a single' state, one system of higher
education might be governed differently from another. In
Michigan, for example, community colleges, with their Imally
dected boards and local taxing authority, are treated much
like municipalities. "I'hey are considered kKal units of gov
emment for purposes of the state constituthmal provision re
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quiring a constant dwision in the state's budget between
spending for state and local entities.

One reason for the scarcity of research about state govern
ment processes is the problem of dealing with more than 50
different sets of circumstances "Studies about how budgetary
decisions are made in states are scarce" (Wildavsky 1986, p
222). Furthermore, budgetary processes are not static, so a
study conducted 10 years ago may have little bearing on cur
rent budgeting processes Changing conditions sonletinles
cause changes in budgeting processes, or vice versa. For ex-
ample, budgeting under severe economic constraints differs
from budgeting under conditions of greater flexibility:

The most important rariable determining the behailor of
participants is the adequacy of rel'enues Since state budgets
must be balanced and most openses cannot be controlled,
when revenues increase at a slower rate than spending
budgeting will become a form of rerenue behavior
When money comes in faster than it goes out, more options
become aimlable Will the governor and the kpslature seek
economic growth so as to produce painless revenue, or
they generate politual support to overcome resistance to
higher taxcrtion 2 (Wikkivsky 1986, p 240).

Most budget cuts resulting from revenue shortfalls occur
under emergency conditions: thus, an opportunity rarely oc
curs for planning by either states or Institut kins (National Con
ference 1982). Revenue shortfalls can result from downturns
in the economy. failure of revenues to keep pace with infla
tion, reduced federal spending for state and k)cal govern
ments, tax revolts, or other reasons. Patterns of the growth
of expenditures in states suggest that they (and local units
of government ) are "unable to substantially reduce expen
diture growth in times of fiscal stress because of the difficul
ties associated with work force reductions or delaying spend
ing on major contracts" (Carnevale 1988, p 40)

Even with caveats about the research in mind, literature
is available from which to learn about the process of state'
budgeting for higher education. 'the discussion begins with
the link between the environmental context and the budget
process, then moves through the framework fiw the budgetary
process outlined earlier.
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The Link between the Environmental
Context and the Budget Process
Changing public attitudes about government spending in gen
eral and higher education in particular have an obvious effect
on the process of budgeting. "Expenditures for higher ed-
ucation have been increasingly carefully scrutinized" as a re-
sult of altered public attitudes. These attitudes shifted in the
1970s toward higher education as a personal asset rather than
a societal one, and this shift in attitude resulted in a much
tighter financial environment. Furthermore, taxpayer revolts
have added to pressure for increased institutional account
ability (Munitz and Lawless 1986, p. 67).

"Public interest in state finances tends to vary inversely with
the state's fiscal condition. When fiscal conditions are poor,
the attention level is high, but as conditions improve, other
issues generally seem more interesting to those not directly
involved in state finances" (Gokl 1987, p. 5). During the early
to mid-1980s, fiscal conditions in many states were very poor,
and public interest was correspondingly high. During this pe
riod, "higher education did not fare as well as elementary
secondary (K-12) education in the contest for scarce state
budget dollars, but it did benefit from the focus on education"
(Gold 1987). 17).

Economic conditions and the budget process
l'wo important economic conditions arising in the 1970s and
1980s were declining economic activity and taxpayer revolts
Each had an effect on the revenues available to states, which
in turn affected states' abilities to support higher education
The accompanying shifts in bublic attitudes interacted with
these economic factors.

Michigan is a state whew mate oNigations periodically out
strip available government funds. Such periods have histor
ically been associated with national recessions. Between 194'
and 1972, periods of fiscal crisis followed or accompanied
recessions of varying severit),. Problems with state revenues
in the earlier recessions were met by reluctantly raising taxes
until the recession eased and revenues increased. later re
cessions, however,, brought outright cuts in spending (Brazier
1982). Folecasting revenues is difficult because of economic
fluctuations, and expenditures are similarly difficult to predict
(Wildavsky ;986)
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Tax revolts are epitomized by the passage of Proposition
13 in California in 1978. The large state surplus cushioned
the effect for two years, but after 1981 the cushion deflated.
Cuts in federal aid and a national recession combined with
the effects of the tax cut to erode the state's financial position,
interrupting the orderly progress of the budget cycle.

To achieve a formally balanced budget, there bas been resort
to axpedientsone-time ad hoc taxing and spending mea-
suresuhicbprovide no lasting basis for sustained finan
cial capacity. . The budget is made and remade through-
out the fiscal year in a desperate game of catch up to make
figures come out eren at the end (Caiden and Chapman
1982, p 118)

A direct effect of revenue constraints on higher education
is tlic increase in tuition rates charged by public institutions.
In some states, the legislative appropriation includes tuition
and fee revenues, while in others it is treated as institutional
revenue or local funds (Mingle 1988) The amount of tuition
and fees, it can be argued, is associated with the amount of
state appropriations. For example, in the state of Wa,shington,
in 1981 to 1983, tuition and fees at public institutions rose
from 35 to 79 percent above base leels, ill laige pail as a ie-
stP of a statewide economic tailspin (Gilmour and Suttle
1981) As part of its "Margin for Excellence" prognim, the Mas
sachu.,etts Board of Regents permitted institutions to retain
increa,es in tuition The new policy, however, is subject to
legisl,tive approval and regulations developed by the chan
cellor (Massachusetts Board of Regents 1988). Thus, both the
amount of tuition that can l)e. charged and the use of the rev
enue is subject to varying state control through the budgenn
process.

The politics of the budget process
Five changes in state politics are particularly relevant in dis
cussions of state higher education budget processes scarcer
state resources, more responsibilities for state government,
less supportive citizens, increased use of referenda to make
major policy decisions, and more complex technology avail
able to interest groups and campaigns. Some of them, notably
those directly affecting the availability of resouices, have been
dealt with by cutting spending, shifting costs, fighting for an
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Increased share of a diminishing budget, and other ap-
proaches to managing resources. Another approach attempts
to increase state revenues and ultimately the total state budget
as well as endeavoring to, increase higher education's shale
of the pie (E. Jones 1984)

Increasing professionalism and numbers of policy makers
and staffs in states are modern phenomena. In 1971, for ex
ample, 34 of the 148 members of the Michigan legislature had
only a high school education. By 1989, just 10 members listed
high school as their highest education level. At the upper end
of the education scale, those with graduate or professional
degrees, the change is also dramatic: By 1989, 68 members
held such degrees, compared with 43 in 1971 (Michigan Dept
of State 1971, 1989). The effect of this kind of change with:n
legislatures is klt primarily in the process of gathering infor
mat ion. Stacf members lay out options for guiding legislative
action, and in the process, they can develop considerable in
fluence In New York, for example, two committee staff
members had no power of their own but were able to 1-xi55
"virtually final judgment on perhaps 80 percent of Governor
Carey's budget requests" through their advice to the leaders
of the legislature (Dionne 1979)

The political envinmment also fiequently puts pressure
on state decision makers to improve their budgeting Various
budgeting techniques, including formula budgeting, program
planning and budgeting systems, zeto hase budgetingind
the currei it interest in budgeting for quality outcomes, are,
at least in part, results of political pressta es PPBS and ZBB
have both largely become obsolete as approaches to budget
ing because of the large amount of time required to imple
ment and use them, but, interestingly, "the economic wn
ditions and political Llimate of the past kw years may bo more
hospitable to rational daimon criteria than the c in. umsfanc es
ot the 1 9 6 0 s and 1 9 7 0 s when PPBS and ZBB were introduced"

(Abney and Lauth 1986, p 108). In those years, favorabk eco
nomic conditions supported incremental decision making,
characterized by distributive polkies of pluralist politics rather
than rational criteria.

Incentives fon- enhancing quality in higher education are
a current approach used in a number of states, though the
focus of such efforts has shifted During the 1980s. some states
Intensified etTorts to improve quality hy associating financing
with perfoi mance objectives or measures or quality (Berdahl
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and Studds 1989). States until recentl tended to %iew the
quality of programs dependo, in inputs, such as student
and faculty duracteristics. The 1960 California Master Plan
far Higher Education, which became a model for statewide
higher education planning in the 1960s. included direct state
ments to this effect More recentl, however, man states have
begun expanding their traditional perspectke to indude
issues of educational proces,s as well Is inputs (Green 1986)
Some states, notably Tennessee, have actively tried to measure
outcomes of education at specific institutions. Some institu
dons are notahle in their efforts to measure outcomes like
the "value- added to each particular student as a consequence
of attending that institution These approaches represent a
market strategy of pr, Jucing a "product- that is desirable to
those outside higher education

"College presidents have not heen in the forefront in calling
tor incentives or greater use of market strategies, those pres
sures have come from husinessmen and state and national
political leaders" (Folger 1989, p 2) In fact, administrators
tend to dislike such approaches hecause their preference' is
for predictability and stability in budgeting. Using incentives
or sanctions tends to destahilize the budget process. 'Me rec
ord of these performance incentives is mixed, however, as
is their acceptance State government officials helioe that per
formance funding has be«)me an integral part of the budget
pnxess Pelf-cm-mance funding increases ofticiak' willingness
to fund higher education. Such pRigrams, howoer, had little
effect on faculty involvement (Folger 1989 ).

The recent phenomenon of emphasizing qualit outputs
from higher education is a shift from the traditional emplusis
on inputs and administrative process The shift is one from
%alues of pluralist politics and in( rementalism to rational de
Limon making. Data, howo er, do not indicate that information
about effectiveness and Ai( iency (outputs) was used to a
laige extent in hudget dec ision making in %,I.Ites Yet such «al
siderations are not totally ignored (Ahne and lauth 1986)

The State Organizational Filter
The state organimtional filter, the set of fac ((as that alixlifies-
the effect of the external envilonment on the state higher ed
ucatkm hudget outcome, cc amists of the major actors in the
process, the timing of the process, and tec hniques fbr allo
eating iesources.
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Organizational participants in state budgeting
Legislatures have been asserting themselves more strongly,
and many have developed strong professional staffs to assist
them. Further, the state level higher education agency has
also becomc more important to the budget process over time
The way the roles are played differs from state to state, how
ever. For example, the level of detailed control over appro
pnations includes several models (Allen 1980) At the time'
of the study, 13 states made lump sum grants to individual
institutions, and 11 gave funds to a postsecondary agency or
sy'stem office. "All of those arrangements give substantial flex
ibility to institutions within the confines of the political sit
uation and limited direct legislative mandates.' (p 26).

The major actors in the budgeting process are the governor,
the higher education community, and the legislature. The
higher education conuminity is comprised of the state highei
education agency (if any), the governing boards, and the in
stitutions. State higher education agencies may be more
closely allied with the executive or with the institutions, while
in some states they might take a middle ground among all
three of the other major actors. Some observers argue that
agency officials (that is, institutions and or state higher ed
ucation agencies) are generally seen "as being imich more
concerned with agency survival and program expansion than
with effectiveness and efficienc-y" (Abney and latr' 1986, p.
126). These officials are pressured to think this way by con
stramts from the political eny tronment but also because theu
jobs are to meet the needs of their clients (students) The go
ernor represents the entire state and must make allocations
among competing interests, including those represented by
the institutions and agencies (Abney and Liuth 1986)

Process and timing
"l'he timing of budgeting is changing Where once budgets
were written and enacted in a more or less regular cycle, it
is less and less the case. Legislatures meet with greater fie
(poky, ect )nt conditk)hs are shifting, and demands for
state dollars have increased in number and intensity, neces
sitating more frequent budgeting. Annual budgeting is de
dining in use (and presumably in those states with biennial
budgets, so too is biennial budgeting) Particularly as eco
rtornic, social. and j-rolitk al uinditions shift, state budgeteers
must alter the budget in midyear (Wildavsky 1986).
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state gu ernments uid higher education institutions operate
with diknng t II c thinle. A (\pica! politician fix Uses ()11 the
shortest time frame year t) year and election to) dection A
state budget officer might k)cus on the budget on which he
or she is working at the ith ui eve to the pre\ lolls

compansons ,ind perhaps to the next one Institutional
Officials must have a loniger time frame for operations. Not
(nil\ must they operate from year to) \ ear within res)urces
granted b\ the states aild N\ ith incoming tuition revenues, but
they must also mmage commitments that List Mice, foiur,
or more years. Research grants, constniction projects, aikl ac
ademic program planning require a perspective extending
\\ ell !mond (he election (0 dec non fix:us of porlaicians Dif

\ trises when elected officials expect a quick solution
to) long-term. complex problems. The politician might provide
funding for One or two yeiN, see little or no result, and
threaten to cut off lunds Institutional officials might vigoir
ousl implement the progrm. attempt to) modif the proposal
tor the quick Ins to) ,k Conlinodate the heed for a longer time

tulle. I sitiiph AcePt the nlone and hope the PloNiani will
\\ ork despite their doubts

The funding relationship between state and
institution: Techniques for allocation
l'he process of allocatmg hinds. of course, diffos Ihnn state
to) state Fourteen states use sunk. t\pe of kirmula to allocate
funds ,imong institutions, and ui idditiuiiiI IS sutes use kir
mulas as !mit of the budget doelopment (request ) pi(x-ess
Mar\ land Higher Education Commission 1988) States using

formats typicall have mo we than one knmula to) alkxate
Rinds u) the different Ituktumal areas ( instruction. research.
public service, ,ftadennc supp(irt. student services. institu
tional suppoit. operations and maintemince plant. ,incl student
aid) A base faun- such as FIF cm onments, staff positions,
or square kioLige is used \\ ithin the kwmat (0,illocate ftind
ing. &pending on the purpose of the kirmula.

l'he trend among states using kirmulas has been to de\ ekip
even more complex funding formulas Fon example, Nhssis
sippi's lot muki pro\ ides funding for eight separate budget
categones, resulting from a revision) of the pro x ess in 198'

egoin has a separate formai to) fund increases in enrollment
before appr(priations are made Alto appro\ al of appropn
awns, the state uses an alkkatioin model incopirating fic. ult
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product ix it) rat k)s that are lused on peer wmparisons %Nall
other states in the instruction formula (Marv1.(«d Higher Ed
ucation Commission 1988).

Despite increasingly sophistkated funding f()rniulas, how
ever, concern remains as to the ability of formulas to ade
quately meet the special needs of different institutions w ithm
a state (McKeown 1986). Much literature describes the use
of funding formulas for higher education, but little empirical
evidence exists as to the overall effectiveness of these formu
las in meeting objectis!s f()r funding.

Techniques of allocatkn can also differ within a state. In
Michigan. for example, funding for communit colleges is
allocated on the basis of a formula, while funding for the state
universities is not. process for decision making differs
in many ways, but, most important, it differs in the timing of
attention to the bottom line Based on one author's obser
vatk)n as a legislative staff perscm, it was apparent that in the
appropriations for community colleges, legislators first re\ iew
the segments of the formula and then look at their impact
On total spending for each college. In the process for state
universities, the discussions tend to focus first on the hot
tom line and only sewndamy on the means of building to
that level.

Techniques of allocating amds. espec funding formulas,
can also vary depending on the portion of the process they
address In Fl(mda, for example, one f()rmula is used for ac
quiring resources and another for allocating them. Arizona.
Kansas, and Texas use formulas to fund only enrollment
growth (Maryland I ligher Education Commission 1988) Dit
ferent actors in the pu)cess may use different techniques of
allocation as well. "Ilie state legislature might not use a k)r
mula, but a coordinating agenc might use (me (Allen 1980)

Summary
Most of the literature on budgeting loc uses on the inputs and
outputs of budgeting for higher education. Little of it captures
the process itself with all its complexities. More research on
state budgeting processes 10r higher education is needed.
From what we know, it is evident that ffinding for higher ed
ucation must compete for diminishing state resource: State
officials are beccmiing ni(we sophistkated in their knowledge
about higher education They may be less in awe of the acad
emy and more willing to ask questions about its value The

afficully
arises when
elected
officials
expect a quick
solution to
long-term,
complex
problems.
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general public is also less in awe of higher education, and
it too is asking questions about its value. Public attitudes
about higher education have shifted from value to society to
value to the individual

Budgoing is buffeted by fiscal constraints, and, as a result,
it is a process that occurs with more frequency and less sta-
bility Tax revolts and general economic malaise take their
toll on states abilities to pass and maintain a budget for an
entire year.

Rchniques of allocation vary among states. Several states
use funding formulas for at least lyart of the higher education
budget. Those states that use fomiulas to fund higher edu-
cation have been adding even greater complexity to the for-

mulas in recent years. Despite this increased sophisticadon,
however, the differentiation or lack or differentiation between
higher education institutions in a state remains a perennial
concern with regard to funding formulas.
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BUDGETARY OUTCOMES

The state budget document is more than a book of numbers
and rhetoric. In the larger context of state government and
politics, the budget may be seen as a unique product shaped
by a unique environment interacting with a dynamic proems.
The budget reflects the "state of the state" Is well as sets forth
the major policy preferences of state government within those
external constraints. "If politics is regarded as conflict over
whose preferences are to prevail in the determination of pol
icy, then the budget recoras the outcomes of this struggle"
(Wildavsky 1986, p.

Higher education, although it performs a valued function
in the state, is not immune from the political economy of the
state budget process. Only a finite amount of state revenues
can be distributed among state services, and higher education
is subject t) the same environmental forces and dynamic pro
cesses as other state services Moreover, the state higher ed-
ucation budget sets forth the major state policy preferences
for higher education. This section analyzes the budget as the
state's primary policy document on higher education and
budgeting as the process for bringing these policy concerns
to fruition. The areas discussed include accountability, Losts,
productivity, and quality (including fiscal incentives), afford
ability, economic development, minority and nontraditional
students, and independent higher education. Although some
of these areas may not be directly identified as budget items
per se, all have budgetary implications for higher education

Accountability
A term used often with respect to higher education in re( ent
years s "accountability." Only recently, however, has account
abilit; been tied directly to the budget pr(cess. The advent
of fisc. I incentive programs, for example, represents an at
tempt by policy makers to tie funding to specific outcomes
"The utility of the budget as a device for accountability .

depends heavily on the extent to which it reflects state prior
ities and ties this amding to performance" (D.Jones 198.t,
p. 16).

Generally, the external assessment of higher education's
"performance" has been less than congratulatory

Other public perceptions sugqest that there is auste and du
plication in 4ther education, that faculty do not .spend
enor.gb time on instruction, that minority student access

Budgetorg for thgher Education at tlk, State Level
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awl retention rates are too Ion', and that theprwe of c,d-
ucation has increased at too great a rate Whether entirely
accurate or not, these perceptions represent concerns about
tlw quality, cost-effecturness, and accountability of
higher education (Committee On Scop, 1990, p. I ).

Dealing with acwuntability can occur at the heginning as
well as at the end of the hudgetary pftx ess. This cliscussum
of ,Kcountahility begins with a conceptual analysis, followed
by a description of accountability mechanisms.

The concept of accountability
Although the word is much used hy state policy makers and
in higher education circles, an exact definition of account
ahihty remains ekisive Accountahility is hard to define he
cause the term refeis to a prcxess rather th,in a product (Ilan
mark 1978). Accountahility has also heen viewed as a means
as on iosed to an end in a lueving greater effidency and ad
ministraive control in higher education (Hines 1988a Fur
ther, hetween the 19()Os and 1980s, the focus of accountahilitt
evok'ed fail» tldu iar orientation to an onenuthin focused
on outcome (Mingle and Lenth 1989) In essence', the concept
of acc ountahihty refers to the respc)nsihility of higher edu
cation to report on its failures and a hiet ements to state
gc)vernment

'Ihe current iew of accountahilitt is as a concept having
set eral dimensions occ Lining w itlun different polict domains

.$)Ntenuc accountability deahng \kith the funclamenul put
poses of higher education,

) .s'ubsfrintwe accountability. dealing with the alues and
norms within higher education,

3 Prowammatic accountability dealing w ith ,kademic and
cxher programs,
Procedural accountability, dealing w fill institutional and
adnumstrative procedui es.

5 accountability dealing wain th e final-Re of-

higher education (I lartmark and Hines 1986)

"With each of these dimensions (although the concern here
is with tiduc rary accountaNhty), it is important to Willembel
(hat a" oufflabilify has alway,s imoked pi ( x ess and product,
hut until recemly the fix m, was on pftxess and not prciduc

Hines Rine 26, MO pers(n1,11 0111111011R anon
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In short, in regard to tate budgeting fbr higher educatitm,
the concept of accountahility hass traditionally focused on how
(hnd uhr higher education spends state funds as opp)sed to
the result of those expenditures.

Systems for implementing accountability mechanisms
Because the emphasis in acmuntability has traditionally been
primarily procedural, the discussitm alxmt this concept has
evolved largely annind the systems that have heen clevised
to ensure accountahility Three widely used awuntahility
mechanisms include the perkwman( e audit program review.
and lissessment. all of whidi have similar elements A per
formance audit is "an ,Lssessment of how effectively an ;km ity
or organization achieves its goals and objectives It is a natund
c!xtension of fiscal and management audits w)ing hey ond rel
atively narrow questions of how funds are used to questitms
ahout effectiveness'' (Flt)yd 1982, p 33) Performance audits
typically are ctmducted by commissitms estahlished hv the
executive or legislative branch While the merits of perfor
mance audits are unclear. ohservers have pointed out numer
ous problems. Some functional limitations include the lack
of appropriate performance indicators and the failure to es
tahlish clear standards and processes before the ,tudit ( Floyd
1982) Performance audits have several limitations

1 They tend to ignore the hiwder context m which highei
education exists,
They focus on the structure of the state higher educ.,ititm
agency rather than on the effectiveness of' planning. evai
uation. and allocating resources within the system;

3 Auditors are often inexperienced and unqualified to make
judgments about issues in higher educati(m. and
The inherent political dimension of performance ;Riclits
may hias the outomle oldie audit ( Folger uid lierdahl
1988)

Pn)gram review is assessment of the need for and ef
fectivene,s of a proposed or existing program- ( Floyd 1982.
p 26) The tespt msihility fin- academic pit)gram review lies
primarily within the state lug' ier education hoard or agency ,

although dimpusiepresentatives ,incl outside dmsultants ale
often used in the p)cess The purposes of program rey iew
aie assessmg the program's productivity and effectiYeness.

Budgeting fin- I lIgher Fillaanon at A, Slate I (Tel
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4,
suggesting ways to improNe quality, ensuring efficient use
of resources, including reducing unnecessary duplication of
programs across campusesuding planning, and satisfying
the statutory requirements of the state higher education
agency (Conrad and Wilson 1985, Wallhaus 1982). Current
models in place for reviewing academic programs include
(1) the goal based model, in which program goals are iden
tilled and data are generated to evaluate the degree of fit be
tween the goals and the current status of the program, (2)
the decimon-making model, in which information is generated
to examine such areas as context, input, process, and product,
and (3) connoweurship, in which external experts critically
evaluate a program (Conrad and Wilson 1985) The effective
ness of program review rests largely on the ability of the state
higher education agency and the campus to come to an agree
ment about the purposes and possible outcomes of the pro
gram ieview befoiv initiating the review process (Hhes
1988a)

Assessment includes many of the elements contained within
the performance audit and the program re\ iew, and it shares
the same ultimate goal of improving quality. The primary dif
ference of assessment is that it focuses on the evaluation of
student outcomes in higher education Another difference
is that while the burden of the performance audit and the pro
gram review rests primarily on the state agency, assessment
refocuses "institutional responsibilit), on the process and ef
fectiveness of student learning" (Mingle and Lenth 1989, p.
9) Assessment comes in several different forms. The most
obvious are the statewide student tests used in 1:1()rida and
Texas and institutionally based tests like the "value added-
assessment at Northeast Missouri State llniversity. liontest as
sessnwnt methocls are also currently in place, such as the
monitoring of acclemic programs and the moniuwing of stu
dents learning and growth (Hines 1988a) The benefits of
effective assessment are the improvement of teaching and
learning, feedback that could improve academic programs,
and enhancement of higher education's credibility with the
wider public ( E F Carlisle 1988). "Ihe potential drawbacks
of an assessment program aiv in measuring that which is not
meant to be measured or, conversely, not measuring what
is meant to be measured

"rhe critical (luestion about assessment is the purpose of
the assessment Even more important is the answei
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That . . a state must or wishes to assess its students . . . is
not a sufficient answer Several reasons have been pro-
posedamong them program ivrovement, individual stu
dent learning accountability, budgeting and placement.
To some extent, each requires a different form or means
of assessment. . . . Propose not only influences the means,
it also determines the locus for assessment. Depending on
the objective the appropriate place or level may be institu-
tional, departmental, or individual . for without a clear
sense of propose, it urill be impossible to choose meaningfully
what and bow to assess (El'. Carlisle 1988, p. 4).

In essence, effective assessment requires a clear sense of what
is to be measured and why. Further, it requires a commit
ment from all parties involved as to what is to be measured
and why.

Tbe new accountability and state
funding for bigber education
The major similarity of all three of these accountability mull
anisms is in the collection of volumes of data to support the
processes At the state level, a great deal of time and energy
go into collecting data from institutions through a variety of
surveys and other instrunlents and then sending them to the
federal government and,"or other agencies concerned with
higher education As a consequence, whether by choice or
lack of time or other resources, the focus in the past has been
on the process of reporting data xs opposed to the critical anal
ysis of what the data mean for the puipose of change (that
is, the product ), and it has two negative implications for cur
rent accountability nleasures. First, "state boards [that) assume
this data collection responsibility become, in a politk al sense',
responsible for the performance of institutions Institutions,
on the other hand, can become curiously relieved of the re
sponsibility to change" (Mingle and Lentil 1989, p. 3). Instead
of shared responsibility in the accountability process, the state
agency is perceived as the donlinant party in this relationship
As a resuh, the second implication is one of increased tension
aiong the accountability 'autonomy axis (shown earlier in fig
ure 2). The state is seen as kirther intruding into the juris
diction of the academy, which in turn undermines the pur
pose of accountability mechanisms. The ultimate result is that
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policy makers and the public's desire for a«ountabilit) goes
unmet.

As higher education moves into the I990s, it is evident that
it will be necessaiy fr higher education to improve upon
the way it demonstrates its accountability to the state. The
establishment of a ncw accountability structure begins with
a reexamination of the goals and objectives for higher edu
cation (Mingle and Lenth 1989). The establishment of goals
and objectives for higher education is by definition a process
of «insensus building among the primary «instittienc ies pol
icy makers. administrators. facult). students, and the public
In the future. a«ountability will still involve the collection
of data. but the purpose for the «illecticm of data will paiallel
the goals and objecti)es for higher edtk atnin. dius ieduc mg
the tension between campus and state The f.ocus is (in the
feedbac k provided b) the' data regarding piogress tow aid the
established pub, and (hjectnes and not on the rep(irting of
the data. "New systems (if awiuntability are bewming fun
damentall) 'change instruments' mit leporting mec hanisms

. 'Me primary accountability mechanisms are agenda set
ting (and the ielated polky analyses ant I data collections )
and funding mechanisms" (Mingle and Lenth 1989. p ) Ai
countabilit) systems of the future w, ill Inc reasingl,y be plai ed
at varnius stages of the budget pnx ess These systems will
be used to dek i mine both the efficieik ) and adequacy of
state funding for highei education as w ell as the effectneness
of the state and institutions in meeting stated pials through
this funding

Costs, Productivity, and Quality
Like accountability, "costs" (institutional). "productivity," and
"quality" are increasingly being used together in higher id
tic anon OR les These three words have become almost a lit
an) rec ited by state pohc) makers to the leadeis of the higher
education community CA ists should be kept down and pro
duct!) it) inc reased while maintaining ( oi impn wing ) (wain)
in Inghei education This subsecui in outlines what these con
cents mean, then interrelationships. and their implications
for the budget

Costs
'Idle word "cost" is usu,.; ly thought of in teinis of what we
spend to a«june sonie g(iod or ser% ice I ligher education
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costs are "the expenditure by a college [oil university to ac-
quire the services of land, labor, or capital, to purchase goods
and services, or to provide student financial aid . . More ac-
curately and fundamentally, 'cost' refers to the opportunities
sacrificed by reason of such expenditures" (Bowen 1980, p.
xx) According to this definition then, higher education incurs
costs in two senses, once for the item a bought (its monetary
cost) and once for the item it could not buy because of the
one it did (the opportunity cost). Opportunity costs are in-
herent in any budgetary decision, given limited resources and
seemingly unlimited demands.

The costs of higher education follow certain "natunil" laws

I The dominant goals of instituthms are educational ex
cellence, prestige, and influence, .

2. In quest of excellence, prestige, and influence, there
is virtually no limit to the amount of money an institu
Non could spend for seemingly fruitful educational
ends, . .

3 Each institution raises all the mono, it can,
4. Each institution .pends all it raises, .

5 The cumulative effect of the preceding four laws kv to
ward ever-inc.-easing avenditure (Bowen 1980, pp
19-20).

In part, these "laws" are a function of the not for profit status
of higher education institutions In colleges and universities
as well as other not for profit organizations, no real pressuie
exists to keep costs km, given that their single purpose is to
provide the best possible service to the clientele. "Additumal
income ('profits') is used to expand existing programs and
to establish new ones, with a reluctance to reallocate resour
ces by eliminating or pruning programs that sire perceived
as less productive" (Levin 1989. P. 1).

The cumulative effect of these laws has been clearl) evident
in recent years Inflation in the costs of higher education (as
measured by the Higher Education Price Index [I-IEPI ) rose
at the same rate as inflation in the general economy (as mea
sured by the Consumer Price Index ICP1 I ) until the early
1980s Throughout the 1980s, however, inflation in higher
education costs grew by 4 to 10 percent annually, compared
to 2 to 4 percent annual inflation in the gemral economy
(11alstead 1989a). And this inflation occurred during a time
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when state support for higher education (especially public
higher education) was stagnating or declining in many states
(Hines, Hickrod, and Pruyne 1989) The result of this decline
in state funding led many institutions to raise tuition by
double digit percentages to make up the funding (Halstead
1989a), again illustrating the "natural law" of higher educa-
tion, which hokls that colleges and universities will not sac
nfice institutional integrity and quality simply because of fiscal
exigencies.

Costs in higher education have been increasing at such a
rapid rate for three reasons. "cost disease," the "growth force,"
and "organizational slack" (Massy 1989) "Cost (hsease" refers
to the fact that higher education is highly labor intensive, and
because of it, higher education and other "nonprogressive
industries" do not benefit from the adoption of labor saving
technologies to reduce costs. Other "progressive industries,"
however, will be able to benefit from these technologies, re
suiting in increased productivity and in turn increased wages
in that sector. Because higher education and other nonpro
gressive industries must compete with progressive industries
in acquiring labor, these MC reased labor costs will be trans
ferred to the nonprogressive sector. Thus, assuming the pro
ductivity of higher education remains constant, costs of higher
education will grow at about the same rate as the general in
crease in productivity in the economy. which is slightly above
the rate of inflation "Growth fmce" refers to the fact that m
their desire to improve or maintain qualit) , colleges and um
ersities Rid new programs and services while maintaining

all existing programs and services Thus, institutions are con
sistently in a net growth mode And "organizational slack"
ieleis to the simple tkaste and mak iency that occur in all
organizations. Resources are not being used to their greatest
potential. When slack remains within an organization, as it
often does NA, ithin wileges and unit ersines, additional wsts
lle incurred to deal with the problems caused by the slack

Productivity
Cl()sely related to costs of higher education is the concept
of productivity In simple terms, prodtk may refers to the ratio
of outputs to inputs, where higher ratH)s reflect greatei "pro
ductivity" and yke versa. In industrial settings, productivity
is relatively easy to measure One would need ()illy to take
the t()tal pnduct (output ) of a wmpany and dit ide tile input
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of choice. per worker, per dollar spentind so on Measuring
productivity in higher education is a much messier propo-
sition. In higher education, although inputs are relatively easy
to identify (that is land, labor, and capital costs), "outcomes
are diffuse and difficult to measure" (Mingle and Lenth 1989.

p. 13).
For many years, especially in states where formula funding

was used to finance higher education, productivity in higher
education was seen in terms of enrollments Institutions that
were able to increase their enrollments were the beneficiaries
of increased funding through the formula (Leslie and Ramey
1986), and much of it had to do with the meritocratic goal
of state and federal governments in maintaining access to
higher education for all eligible citizens Institutions that in-
creased their enrollments were seen as meeting that goal and
were rewarded as such. In recent years, however, much has
been said of the declining productivity of American higher
education. Part of this debate hinges on the seemingly un
ending dilemma surrounding the measurement of higher ed
ucation's productivity Steeply rising costs combined with the
trend toward an orientation focused on outcomes in higher
education have led many state polky makers to question the
iesults of public expenditures Increased enrollments are no
longer automatically assumed to be desirable ends and thus
are no longer rewarded with increased funding. In fact, in
creased enrollments sometimes result in decreased funding
f()r higher education (Leslie and Ramey 1986). Further, state
level efforts to assess outcomes of higher education are often
seen as ineffective or intrusive

A somewhat broader dimension of the issue of productivity
in higher education is the extent to which higher education
is perceived as improving the pRxkictivity of the state and
national economies. Conceptually, higher education and state
national economic productivity are now seen as being incx
tricably linked (4.R. Carlisle 1988) I Uglier education produces
both a more educated work force and research activities that
improve the productivity and ccimpetitiveness of the ecx

omy A recent meta analysis of the economic value of higher
education found that, "overall, education may contribute to
as much as 50 peicent or more of grm-th in the economy and
higher education may contribute almost half of this Ianiunt!"
(Leslie and Brinkman 1988, p. 82). As a result. the question
remains as to what extent ambiguities in the measurement

For policy
makers,
"qualitY"
has become
a political
majpole
around which
few can
afford not to
dance.
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of higher education's productivity have a negative effect on
the productivity of state and national economies.

Quality
Even more amb':,uous than the definition and measurement
of higher education's productivity is that of the quality of
higher education. These ambiguities aside, the quality move
ment in Ing Ler education includes some central tenets

I. College students shoukl take, and faculty should teach,
college-level courses, remediation detracts from the qual
ity of the institution
The public sector should be stratified. the integrity of the
"flagship" must be maintained through toughened ad
missions standards, even at the expense of "lesser"
institutions.

3. Institutions should serve the cause of economic devel
opulent, a -quality- institution is a big draw in economic
development (Mingle 1989).

For policy makers, "quality' higher education has bemme
a political maypole around which few can afford not to dame

At the ,,anie tune. institutions have begun to come to terms
with this political meaning of quality, and their leadeis hay e
started to woi k these c oik epts into their own rhetoric Quality
to any institution of higher education depends hem fly on the
acquisition of iesources. In fact, quality in publk universi
ties- as n 2asured by faculty pnklmtivity, student c(mipe
talon, and so on is significantly correlated with the amount
of state support for highei education (Milkwein 1989 ) Ef
fective institutions -interact with their environments in ways
that enhance the acquisition of resources- ( p. woukl
appear then that those institutions that most effectively ar
tkulate state goals for the enhancement of "quality- will be
the ones to get the lion's share of higher education appro
priations, which in turn reinforces the quality of the institu
non. For «illeges and unix ersines, then, enhancmg quality
( or the a(quisitRm of additional resources) has becinne
heavily dependent on the ability to speak the same language
as state policy makers

Budgetary implications of cost,
productivity, and quality
The interrelationships among «)st, idm may ind quality
are relatively clear, but the achieY ement of desued budgetary
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ends related to these concepts is less than clear "When ex
ternal umstituents complain about the high costs of higher
education or its lack of pr(ductivity, they seldom wish to see
societal commitment reduced in absolute terms" (Mingle mid
Lentil 1989. p. 14) lt is evident, however, that state budgeting
f( )1" higher education will need to change to address increased
costs. lagging productivity, and the need to enhance quality.
Researchers and policy makers alike increasingly cite three
steps. (1) hecoming m(we goal driven. (2) using c(mstraints
on resources. and (3 ) making better use of incentives

Becoming more goal driven. One proposed system for
improving on these areas in higher education consists of
goals, incentives, and information (Loin 1989) Goals pros ide
the cornerstones for reduc ing costs, improving pnk.uc twit).
and enhancing quality By establishing dear goals and prior
ales, an institution has a blueprint uivn which it can effec
tively nuximize the use of its limited resources to achiee
thes,- goals and priorities. By the same token, if an institution
ch)es p( )ssess a clear sense of its "n»ssion." lesourc es are
squandered Of course, the estahlishment of goals will not
necessarily ensure that indkiduals within the institution Ix ill
pursue them !menthes are needed to encourage indniduals
within the institution to align themsehes with the institution's
mission to reach th()se goals Such incentives ma) he related
to salary. not !elated to salary a I extrinsic (awards, tra)el
funds, personal computers. for example), oi intrinsic ( greatei
autonomy, m( ire challenging assignments, and so on ) Foi

an institutum an important incentive might be the Aida) to
ietam savings fioni reduced costs and imprmed productivit)
Final!), information systems are needed to prtnicle feedback
to the institutu in and the state as to whether or not the in
stitution is achieving its goals ( accountability) and whether
better alternam es are ax affable to meet the desired ouk(nnes
Informatn)n on alternati) es is one of the least developed at eas

within the topk of costs. prodtkovit, aod quality ( Levin
1989)

Using constraints on resources. A Ynnewhat different svs
tem foi reduc ing costs. imprcn mg productn it)Ind enhancing
quality consists of iesource constraints, strategic thinking, in
1. enti) es. and individual and group empowerment (Mass)
1989) Resource wnstraints include the end of "1 ost plus-
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pricing in higher education, which has contributed to the
large increases in tuition and fees in all sectors of higher ed
ucation Resource constraints force the mmitution to «mskler
v,hich areas could he reallocated to other parts of the orga
nimtion and, ultimately, to the institution's goals and prior

l'his process results in strategk thinking regarding the
institution's purpose and direction and ultimately use and
allocation of resources within the institution Should the in
stitution continue to pursue a full range of academic programs
at all levels, or should it consider concentrating its resources
at the undergraduate level and improving the quality of the
undergraduate curriculum? Incentives, rewards, and recog
mtion provide thr positive reinfigcement of activities that fur
ther the institution's goals and identify negative behaviors
Related is the empowerment of indkiduals to ensure that the
necessary work gets ckme. For workers in knowledge, such
as those in higher education, autonomy is a powerful incen
nye in the performance of one's lob. Similarly, the lack of au
tonomy tends to stifle creativity and ultimately work against
the goals of reducing costs, improving pr()ductivity, and en
hancmg quality.

Making better use of incentives. In recent years, an area
[elated to costs, productivity, and quality in which some states
have been extremely active has been the area of fiscal incen
twes. In essence. the entire budget ma he seen as one big
fiscal incentive for higher education

The budget is one of the two primary mechanisms arallable
to state gorenunent for signaling its priorities and for trans
lilting plans into at.11011. . . As the nuyor funder of public
Institutions of postsecondary education, state government
has alwilable to it, through the budget prt)cess, a mitentially
Ivry long lever to be used m owing about desired change
(Jones 1989, p 11

During the 1980s. h ever, many state higher education leach
ers intensified efforts to improve qualit through the use of
«nipetitive, catepirical, and incentive financial strategies
iierdahl and Studck 1989). Though !Ike budgets remain the

main source of funding for higher education, these incentive
progiams have become a way for policy makers to place then
policy pials f(ir higher education in the sp()tlight and to re



watd those who further these goals Some in higher education
view these programs not as incentives but 'as threats t') the
ba,se budget

Three states that are substantially nwolved 1,1 inceptive
hinding pn)grams are Florida, Tennessee, and Ohio. Florida
has a number of fiscal incentive programs, including Centers
of Excellence. Eminent Scholars, and an Equipment Tmst
Fund. 13etween fiscal years 1974 and 1989, the state put $115 7
million into the categorical programs. $54.2 million through
incentive giants for its senior institutions, and $10 3 million
into its competitive prognmls (Berdahl and Studds 1989) 'Fen
nessee has had in place for over 11 years a funding mech
anism that ties improvements in undergraduate educatkrn
at state universities, community colleges, and technical in
stitutes with additional unrestricted funding. During this pe
nod. over $102 million was allocated through this program
(Fo !ger 1989) Ohio's Selective Excellence Program is actually
a collection of seven incentive programs. the first two of
which (Enunent Scholars and Program Excellence) were es
tablished in 1983 (Hairston 1989). Between 1983 and 1989,
the state invested a total of $1')7.6 million in this program
(Ohio Board of Regents 1989) The goals of these programs
range from improving undergraduate education in all sectors
of higher education to expanding research. The empirical e
idence on the overall effectiveness of these or similar pro
grams in meeting state goals is limited and inconclusne, how
ever ( Levin 1989)

In summary, the evidence on the budgetar) implications
of costs, productivity. and quality suggests five imperatives
for the future First, in de:ding with these dilemmas. state and
institutional higher education lel:Jers must dearly agiee on
what the policy goals for higlwr education are or ought to
be at all levels. Second, state pohcy makers Must t oMMtt
themselves to constraints on resources and enforce them
firmly Third, institutional leaders must take a hard look at
options for reallocation for their rnstitutions Fourth, state pol
icy makers ma have to alk)w budgeting to become nRwe de
centralized to allow more flexibility on campus in the pursuit
of these goals And fifth, all participants within the state higher
education budget process should encourage ,t ceitain degree
of experimentation. some risk taking, and, alx we all. inno
vanon within the educational entemiise (Levin 1)89 )
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Affordability
1)uring the 1980s, the afli i dabilio. of higher edtkat 41 began
to tie\ clop as a significant issm for state poltcy makers Be
tween fiscal ears 1981 and 1988, a\ erage tuition at publk
lust itut ion5 irk reased b 83 pert ent and avei,tge If !Mon at pn
ate llIqltliti(nls gre\\ k 9S pekent, while the CP1 ,uid median

faiml Ilk giLw b I Iva (.111 nd SO percen(. espeL tivel>
tIlafstead 1989a ) FLU ther, imreased mequalay in ilk ome
am( Amerium families has led to a \ ,mishing middle lass
and a :lath in of ha\ es and ha\ e nuts resulting fllifil the gnm
ing int.onie gap hem een indn iduals with high st.hool and
()liege diphimas Le\- 1989 ) 'the traditional policy levers
allahle to state higher edtk anon polk1' makers for dealing

with the gm soon of Lf1()r1LLblIi( IlK Itkle setting publk tuition
le\ els and providing student titian( iil iid In reLent cals. an

additional le\ el' has heen state Mei hallisms to help parents
sae kw t. hildren's Lollegc cdtk anon, stk li as tuaton pi may
ment ,md savings plans

Tuition policy
liahtiollall, tuition in the publk seitoi has been seen as a
w to plug the gap between state appt opnations ,Ind ex
peL ted expenditm es for the iii ng &al ear, leading to an
In\ else Idationship between the mo SOUR es of hinds Dui mg
the 1980s, the rapid rise in institutional (.()sts and expendi
tutus, Loupled with ,t deL line in state appropruk ins, 1,2,1
the substantial growth Ill WIWI') t publk institutio.is (Wilt
stru( I and Bra,gg 1988 ) Further, iiipirid ti lente suggests

nut reases in tuition iil ei sel itk t eniollments ( appro\
unatek 1 8 to 2 -I pelt ent deL hue l01 Oen $100 Increase in
pi q.t.. ( Leslie and Brinkman 1)88 ) An added et implication
has been the in( leased k x us on the qualit of higher edu

R )11 in the midst of the iising osts of ;ittendanie "Noboth
likes highei prk es, that s a gi\ en. 134 n if higher pnies ate
Iiit't_i1 to ) I()IA el (Jualit the iiii in he de\ 3,,tatlng- Rp

,01,0 I 99(), p

In an (Alin t 1, addiess the Issue of afh dabilit., several
st,ites ha\ tee\ anuned ',lie in the pit x.css til icexammuil
their pill( les lot setting ttlitim A sorve k the State 1 fighei
I dot. anon \ tan e Offkers (,11F.E0si ,:khi,ltes that eight
states ha\ e statutes that set expected Rini( WI le\ ellue as a TO.

!lied peR untage instrui mina! i osts or state appropriations
And that tour slates establish tuttion and feL ,ates through stat



tue or rules as a specified percentage of cost pet student or
state appropriations (Mingle 1988) Further, the survey in
dicates that over half of the states in the country use the CI
or HEM, either formally or informally, in setting tuition. Whit. h
indicates tl , states are trying to minimize the traditional iole
of public tuition as a plug by linking it to external factors. The
effect of these efforts has not yet displaced the traditional in
verse relationship between tuition and state appropriations
for higher education, however (1 laaptman 1989)

Although state policy makers have no direct influent e over
setting tuition in the private sector, mime states have at
tempted to indirectly influence the growth in tuition at pri
vate institutions through direct institutional grant programs
These programs are usually based on the number Of residents
enrolled, the number of degiees conferred by the institutiiin,
or contracts for specific programs ( LapovskT and Allard 1986)
As tuition and tees remain the largest source of re\ enue ft ir
pm ate institutions, an additional outside funding could help
picclude the need to raise Malt in in the pi-Rate sec t

Student financial aid
A related policy lever addressing the issue of affigdabilit is
state funded, need bsed grant and scholarship programs Stu
dent aid has been shown to increase alleSS to higher edu
cation, pfUllIOR! thl )tie. and impiove persistence among re
cipients Leslie and Iiiinkman 1988). Every state has some
fiirm of need based student aid program for undeigraduate
students In fiscal year 1988. states awarded $1 8 !Ali( in in
grant aid to 1" million students ( Reeher and Davis 1988).
'Due requirements for and eligibility of students to participate
vary trim state to state. Althinigh it Is acknowWged that the
amount spent by states on student financial aid pales in coin
panson with that spent by the federal gm ernment, it lemains
an Important policy lever

hi the past . the arguments about aftordabilit. t Lilt n Al, and
student financial aid 11,we tended to be eithem for k iw n no
tuition low financial aid or fUr high taitiiin high financial aid
(Wittstruck and Bragg I )88) arpment for low or no tu
Rion assumes that sc>ciety is the ultimate beneficiai) of an
educated popuktii in, thus, pivernment shoukl subsklize all
in a signifkant portion of the operating «ists of highel ed
tic anon institutiiins Com ersely, the position kir high tiati- in

high student aid aTties that in general the individual, not ,o
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ciety, is the primary beneficiary of a higher education and
that those who can afford it should pay fun price, allowing
the government to concentrate on subsidizing needy indi-
viduals through student aid. Virtually all states identified as
having high tuition also have large student aid programs
(Mullen 1988).

In recent years, state support fbr student aid Programs has
dwindled along with state general appropriations for higher
education, while tuition has increased Nationally, need-based
grants kept pat e with tuition in only about one-third of the
states between 1983 and 1988 (Halstead 1989a; Reeher and
Davis 1988). Federal grant programs, especially the Pell grant
program, did not keep pace with tuition during the 19805

(I lansen 1989). It would seem that tuition, financial aid, and
institutional support would he linked at the state level to meet
the objectives of student aid policies, regardless of the under
lying philosophy within the state. A recent survey revealed,
however, that only 17 SHEEOs felt that these policies were
closely linked within their states (Curry 1988). Thus, the real
policy !Stine is not whether or not state government should
pnwide student subsidies for higher education, for both high-
and low-tuition states provide subsidies in one way or an-
other Instead, the real issue lies in the development of a co
hesive plan ensuring that policies for tuition, student aidind
institutional support are linked in a way that is adequate to
finance the costs of higher education

State tuition prepayment ani; savings plans
Initial state involvement in tuition prepayment and saviogs
plans developed during the 1986 and 1987 legislative sessions
( McGuinness and Paulson 1989) Michigan was the first state
to enact a prepayment plan (the Michigan Education Rust)
in 1986 In 1987, Illinois created and enacted the Illinois Col
lege Savings Bond Program As of September 1989, 1 I states
had tuition prepayment plans, and 19 states had college say
ings bond programs Of those programs enacted, three states
have implemented tuition prepayment plans, and 12 states
have conducted at least one college savings bond sale
( McGuinness and Paulson 1989)

'Ninon prepayment plans allow parents to prepay tuition
at current or discounted rates at state institutions of highei
education several years in advance of their child's entry In
Florida, parents may also prepay room and board at any state
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university In return for the prepayment, the state guarantees
that tuition will be covered in lull by the plan at the time of
matriculation The potential benefits of these plans for par
ticipants are obvious, given the rapid growth in tuition and
fees during the 1980s The plans also have a number of po
tential drawbacks for state policy makers, however, the in
ability of legislatures or institutions to raise tuition in the fu
ture because of the plan's considerations, the risk that grmth
in the plan's assets will not keep pace with growth in tuition,
and the fact that those who can afford to participate in the
plan may not really need to, while those who could most ben
efit from such a plan (that is, low- and middle-income fam-
ilies) will probably not be able to afford to participate (Liyzell
1988a) Other disadvantages include the lack of flexibility
these plans prwide and the fact that they might promote un
fair competitive advantages between certain types of insti
tutions (Anderson 1988a).

College savings bond programs are typica../ structured as
part of a state's general obligation bond sale for the year The
bonds are zero coupon bonds bought at a discount, with the
proceeds paid at maturity. They are most often sold with face
values of $5,000 and maturities ranging from five to 20 years,
with interest rates between 6 and 8 percent (McGuinness and
Paulson 1989). Typically, the bonds are exempt from both
federal and state taxes. In some states, additional incentives.
such as cash bonuses, are in place to influence buyers to use
the bonds for college.

Such bonds have several benefits. Their relatively !city cost
makes them an investment that is ma;'able to a broader spec
trum of a state's populatiiin. Parents are ritx locked into a cer
tam in.sthution or type of institution. And the state assumes
no risk with regard to future tuition rates, given that no prom
ise is made that proceeds of the bonds will keep pace with
tuition Unfortunately, this benefit is also the concepes biggest
drawback, as, historically, tax exempt savings bonds have
barely kept up with inflation (Anderson 1988c) A.s noted pre
viously, tuition outpaced inflation throughout the 1980s Thus.
parents who invest in these b )r.id,s may well not be meeting
their goal of saving for the fitaire education of their children
Another drawback includes the fact that too much zero
coupon debt could adversely affect the state's future credit
rating, given that paynlent of such debt is shifted to future
administrations.

. . . historically,
tax-exempt
savings bonds
have bare0
kept up with
inflation.
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Because tuition prepaymew and college saving plans are
so new, no empirical evidence exists about their effectiveness
in meeting objectives for affordability While both make po
litical and practical sense to policy makers, if any of the neg
au\ e arguments presented in either case hold true, the pos
mbility exists that these programs may he doing more to hurt
affordability initiatives than to help them. Both alternatives
require careful monitoring and gathering of empirical dam
in the coming years to evaluate their efiectiveness fully

Economic Development
For state policy nmkers. the potential use ol higher education
in the state's economic development has become a major
issue, For most states, economk development is synonymous
with the attraction of high technology industries, which in
v(ilves higher educat I()11 I 0110111K planners increasingly
regard acadeimc institutions as critic al remiurces in strategies
to reinvigorate mature industries and stimulate new, 'sunrise'
industries" (Johnson 1984, p i) Consequently, some states
have begun to implement new economi«le elopment pro
grains through the budget pro ess for higher education In
terestingly, one study found that states that have pRimoted
themselves as preferential saes for businem de elopment also
tended to ha\ e expanded gm emmental investment in higher
education (Slaughter and Silva 1985) The primaty ways that
higher education has become involved in ectinoiiik devel
opment have been in the forms of research activities, edu-
cation and training for the work for«, ind business partner
ships with higher education

Research activities
Bask research activities are the cornerstone of a muion's eco
norm( developnwnt, and most hask reseal( h is (dined on
at major research la liversaies Reseal( h is the catalyst for tech
nological innovation, which leads to improved productivity
and ewnomic growth (k: R Carlisle 1988). In the past, the
federal government was the primly mane (if go\ ernment
funding for research, but in recent years, state wivernments
have been taking a larger role in funding tesearch within
higher education, either by full) funding research projects
(a hy le\ eragmg funds through challenge grant pn)grams
Ohio implemented its Research Challenge Program in 1985
to stimulate new and expanded research at «illeges and um
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\ ersities. It provides a partial match through state funds to
research projeus with a high probability of securing outside
funds. Between 1985 and 1989, the state invested $50 3 iiiil
lion in this program (Ohio Board of Regents 1989). CalifOrma
established the Micnielectronics and Computer Research Op
portumues Prognun in 1981 to promote research in micro
electninics techn.ilogy. The pRigram provides matching funds
for faculty research projects and provides felkiwships to grad
uate students in the Umversit) of California system (Man'land
State Board 1986).

Education and training of the work force
An important dual component in attractin,4 and retaining high
technology industries within a state is an educated work liirce
and the ability to provide training to meet high-technology
companies' needs for workers. It is even more imperative.
given the fact that the gap between the demands for laboi
of high technology industries and the current supply of
workers qualified to meet this demand nationwide has gr( n
significantly over time (Johnston and Associates 1987). Col
leges and universities have been seen as a means to imprme
the quality of the state's work force as well as to improve On
going training for the employees of high technology busi
nesses Universities pros ide graduates trained in engineering,
science. and math these companies need. The majority of ac
five educatkin and training of the woik fiirce is being done
by community colleges ( I lines 1988a), and community col
leges often devekip specialized training courses fiir a c(ini
pany's labor supply. In North Carolina, for examplei rep
resentanve from the communit) colleges is sent aking on state
business recruiting trips who often guarantees a trained work
fine on the da) the business opens if the (Aimpany will !mate
within the ,,tate. Even SO some states have lagged in their fl
nancral support of community coll...!ge initiatives, thus weak
ening an important link ( Nazano 1990).

Business partnerships with higher education
'Me connection between higher education and high
technology industry has three major links, research, human
remitirce development, and technokgy transfer (y)hnson
1984 ) Technokigy transfer is probably the [mist imp(1rtant
of the three for retaining and strengthening relationships ss ith
companies and ultimately perpetuating econ(imic gr()wth
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Technokgy transfer involves the commercialimt ion of re-
search results (Johnson 1984) From the business perspective,
the successful transfer from laboratory to commercial pro
cluction is the nu)st important consideration in remaining
within a certain location. State initiatives for the transfer of
technokNy include research parks, business incubators, and
consulting/extension services (Anderson 1988b).

One of the oldest and best known examples of partnerships
for the purpose of technology transfer is Research Triangle
Park in North Carolina The park, begun in 1956, combines
the res(mrces of the state, three universities, private industry,
and the federal government in ventures that ensure that tech
nolow transfer remains a smooth process A more recent ex
ample is Ohio', Thomas Edison Program, which consists of
three components. a seed devek)pment fund that matches
state funds with private funds in developing new products,
technology centers at univeismes to explore areas of tech
nological concern within the neighboring business commu
mty, and incubators to provide academic expertise in setting
up new technology bawd companic-, (Maryland State Board

1986)

Some caveats about economic development
Despite all of the potent Financial benefits higher education

can reap in the state economic development gamei number
of cax eats remain First, despite its altruistic motives, ec on()mic
dexelopment remains a political instrument "Creaung jobs,
!educing unemplc)yment. . and stimulating economic ac

it) offer politicians considerable grist for their mills- (Hines
l988a, p 63) And depending on the political winds, it could
prove to be either a help or a hindrance to a state's higher
education leadership. Thus, higher educaticm should be care
ful about the alliances a fiwins in the process of participating
in a state's e«alom:c development eflOrts Second, economic
development is a long term proposition, and a quick fix men
tality could cause problems for higher education Third, the
fundamental (inferences between the academic and the busi

ness worlds should er be forgotten. These dissimilarities
are found in two sets of different values With rOard to woi k
Naitiest Academics find the nwan, most impodint, while bus,

nesspeople find he end product most important And with
iegard to lifestyle, the life of the academic tends to be nnich
more bureaucratic, less stressful, and generall more secure
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than that of the businessperson (Bird and Allen 1989). If not
controlled, these differences could well hamper development
activities. And fourth, evaluations of the effectiveness of eco
nomic development efforts involving higher ethication have
been sketchy up to now (Anderson 1988b). Thus, state policy
makers should be careful about the amount of funding ded-
icated to such initiatives.

Minority and Nontraditional Students
Two policy issues that have gained importance in the past de
cade are the issues of minority students' achievement and
the accommodation of nontraditional students. These issues
have gained significantly in importance at the state level,
while, at the same time, higher education has come under
fire for failing to meet the needs of these two groups:

American coftes and unitvrsities have prolvn inure adept
at marketing to nontraditional students than at tailoring
educational programs to meet their needs, u'hile, ironically,
that came marbpling has faded to end the persisfew wider
representation of blacks and Ihspanics, along with poorer
whites and Natuv Americans, among college students, staff
wid faculty (Policy Perspectives 1990, p I).

These two major trends a '2 causing problems for higher ed
ucation at a time when higher education is being asked to
help with a number of economic and social problems.

Minority students' achievement
'the minority population in this country has grown dramat
wally over the past decade. primarily African Americans, Ills
panics. and Asians. Our populatit HI has become more diverse
than at any other time in history. The same degree of diversity
does not exist in higher education, however. Between 1976
and i 986, the enrollment of African Americans in higher ed
ucation declined from 9.1 percent of all enrollments to 8 6
percent of all enrollments, while the Hispanic share increased
from 3 5 percent to 5 percent of all :2nfol1ments (U S Dept.
of Education 1988, table 116). Although the representation
of I iispamc students kts incremed over ume, the fact that,
during the 1980s, the H1,panic population grew rive times
as fast as non I lispanics and that they currently represent 8
percent of the total population inchcates underrepresentatitn1
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in higher edut anon (BuNrnt. eek 1989) lnwrestinglA, miist
institutions realu.e that the are not imprm mg the al hie\ e
mem of minurit students A recent nat u mai stir\ e Of campus
administrators found that two thirds rated their institutkin's
perf,irmance as -fair" or "p(ior" in recruiting African Amerk
and Htspanic students And -10 percent rated efforts to retain
African Amencan and Hispanic students as fair" or "poor"
(El Khawas 1988),

Because (if these factors, state policy makers have started
to become involved in ini atives fin' iii liii wity students Two
of the most common programmatic initiatives hae been mu
dent aid pnigrams f(ir imminty students and collaborame el
finis ithm higher educatum and between highei educatiim
and elementary secondar educatum related to the pnigress
Of (Ihnes 1988a). An example of the latter is the
Mmonty Educational Ai Ii ie ement grant enabled b, the II

Educatio,, Cooperation Act The s, lu has alio
cated a total of $12 5 million for the giant since its inception
in fiscal year 1985 to foster :.00perame plograms amimg iii
smut I( als Of higher educ.,tion in Illin(as designed to improe
the iepresentatkm of minont students One specific example
of such a cooperame venture being funded through this pro
gram is the Chicago Area Ilealth and Medical Careers Pi, wan).
inAolving seA en Ai ea medkal schools (public and pi-nate),
( me universit. and two mit for profit organliations The oh
lel ti e of this program is to 1:m-ease the number of African
American and Ihspank physicians and tither health proles
slimals. Mudents are recruited from the sixth grade through
t ()liege fiw pat ticipatit in in a structured multiyear program
pro., iding academic support, guidant e c our seling.
wins ith role nu kick in the health professit ins, and numei
ous attempts at mterventi, ni

Nontraditional students
Nontraditional students --thiise aged 25 and okler or th,ise

ho do not enroll full time in higher education directk after
high school --have presented a different problem Ii w higher
educailim Over time, these students ha\ e begun to replace
tradithmal students as the majiwit, on college campuses Be
tN\ es.'11 19-0 and 1986, nontraditional students grew from 10
to '18 pert ent of the total, and theA ale expet led to total 60
pek cm by 2000 Polhy Per.specum1990) Colleges and um
ersines have responded to this growing ,egment b in, re.ls



ing their marketing efforts to attact such individuals to their
campuses Some observers have noted that despite these mar-
keting efforts, higher education remains an enterprise tailored
to the needs of traditional students (Policy Perspean vs 1990).
Thus, as these students become the new majority, they will
begin to pose budgetary implications for the state, such as

funding for new instructiond" programs, additional funding
for off campus sites, and a different orientation toward student
services. Like achievement for minority students, ample lit-
erature exists on the trend in nontraditional students and theu
imphcations. But given the significance of the issue, the ht
erature is extremely sparse with regard to specific state ini-
tiatives designed to impnwe the matriculation of nontradi
tional students.

The State and Independent Higher Education
State policy makers have long realized that the independent
sector of higher education represents an important compo-
nent of the diversity of higher ediy anon and that it also pro
vides a number of economic, cultural, and other quahty-of
life benefits to the state. One important direct benefit to some
states has been the avoidance of costs zo educate residents
who choose to attend independent colleges and universities
(Brinkman 1988) Cur sequendy, some states have chosen
to invest a significant amount in the independent sector The
significance of independent higher education varies c nsid
erably from state to state, given its physical p.7esence and his
torical traditions. As a percentage of total higher educatum
institutions, private institutions range from 88 percent in the
District of Columbia to zero in Wyoming (Lipmsky and Allard
1986) As a result, the importance of the independent sector
in the state higher education budget process varies from sate
to state as 0,/ell.

Three distinct state policies can he discerned with regard
to independent higher education (Zumeta 1988a) The first
posture is the lakwz fame alproach, in which the mdepen
dent sector is left to its own resources and the state illows
the sector to regulate itself. In extreme cases. the saw pro
%ides no fundmg at all to these insiitutums. 'Me second pi )s
ture is state central plamung, in which the independent sewn
is an integral part of state planning for higher education At
the opposite eni I from the laissez Imre posture, this approah
extensively involves independent higher education in pro
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grammatic initiatives and is a recipient of substantial state dol
lars. In states practicing this posture. accountability is likely
to be an important issue as well. The third posture is the
lnarket-competitive approach, whose basic policy objective
is the promotion of fair competition between sectors. A state
taking this posture woukl be most concerned with correcting
market imperfections- through subsidies for student aid, tax

incentives, and other such mechanisms (Zumeta 1988a)
For states that have chosen to take a proactive policy stance

toward independent higher educatkm, the primary budgetary
met hamsms have been student aid and direct institutional
grants. All states except Wyoming (which has no independent
instituti)ns) now have at least one student akl program for
students from the independent sector. In addition, 17 states
have separate tuition equaltration grant programs for students
attending private institutions (Zumeta 1988b). In general, the
proportion of a state's enrollment in private institutions and
the level of funding for state student aid are strongly corre
lated (Zumeta and Green 1987 ) Given the decrease over time
in federal financial aid and the significant increase in expen
ditures for institutional aid within the independent sector,
state student financial aid programs (v hen linked with public
university tuition policy) have probably become the most in-,
portant policy lever available to state policy makers with re
gard to the private sector Twent), one states also have direct
institutional grant plograms to private colleges and univer
skies that take the form of general aid (six states), support
lot health related programs (21 states), support for other ed
ucational programs (12 states), support for research and tech
nok)g (10 states), support for programs for underserved stu
dents (six states). support for cooperative ventures (foul
states )ind capital grant programs (three states) The cumu
lative policy effect of direct institutional aid to the indepen
dent sector is less clear than that of state student aidilthough
the independent sector reportedl highly values direct state
aid (Zumca 1988b ).

Summary
The state higher education budget has become an impcmant
means for implementing state level higher education initia
tives Accountability has beccime a significant priority foi state
policy makers. As the concept of aaountability has evolved
from a fiduciai- orientation to one duetted kiward ouk omes,
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accountability mechanisms have begun to evolve frcnn re
porting mechanisms to instruments of change or, in other
words, from process to product. As a result, future account-
ability mechanisms will likely he more integrated into the
state budget process for the purposes of feedback than at any
time in the past.

Cost, pftxluctivity, and quality are inextricably linked. The
significant growth in higher education costs is a function of
the lack of internal constraints on resources, the labor-
intensiveness of higher education, the natural iwopenstty for
colleges and universities to grow rather than reallocate, and
the resulting organizational inefficiency. Related is the con
cern about the lack of productivtty in higher education At
the same time that costs are increasing, the outcomes of
higher education are becoming harder to measure, largely
because goals are diffuse and unclear. Consequently. the
maintenance of quality in higher education has become an
extremely political issue for states In an effort to maintain
quality, several states have devised incentive funding pro
grams to pronlote quality in specific areas, including under
graduate education and basic research. Related issues remain
ing fot state policy makers include the setting of specific goals
for higher education and the introduction of innovation within
the budget process to meet those goals.

As the inequity between tuition and income Increased dur
mg the 1980s, affordability began to take on importance as
well. In an effort to maintain afThrdability. some states have'
attempted to link tuition policies to external fiktors rather
than to the standard practice of using tuitRm revenues to offet
declining state approptiations Another m of addressing at
fordability through the budget process has been the funding
of state .audent aid pn)graills. States with high tuition usually
havc high student aid programsffih( ugh surprisingl few
slat(' ck)sely link student aid. tuition, and institutional sup
port Several states have devised tuiticni prepayment and sak
ings plans. and although they have high political appeal, the
have several disadvantages. not the least of which is the lack
of any evaluation of effectiveness It is evident that states need
to begin to coordinate their financing policies more effic ientl
if they are to effectively addiess the issue of affindability.

ligher educatKm has bewme very involved in states' eco
nomic development, partially as a way to increase its funding
from the state. State funded eccmomic development activities

Budgeong fin I hgher kelutallon (1/ the iate (1.el
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inclu'le research and development prognuus, involvement
in educating and training the work force, and fostering part-
nerships with business for the purpose of tedmology transfer
The diectivenem of these activities remains unclear, and nu
merous potential problems exist, including the highly political
nature of economic devekipment and the fundamental dif
ferences between higher education and business.

Minority and nontraditiowl students present special prob
lems fbr state policy makers. Minorities have increased as a
percentage of the total population but have declined as a per
entage of ennillments in higher education Miist states have

initiated programs through the budget process to provide aid
for minorities and to encourage the development of Irmo
vatice cooperative programs within the education t ommunit
It is well accepted that nontraditional students are fast becom
ing the new majority in higher education, but higher edu
tat l( )' ,. has dine little to change its structuie to meet the needs
of nontraditional students.

Man states have long realized that the presence of inde
pendent higher education pro\ Ides many tangible and intan
gibli benefits. As a result, man states support the inclepen
dent ,,ec tor through student aid and institutional aid programs
Recau, e federal student aid has detwased f iver time and in
stitutiowl aid programs at pricate sc hook hace increased, state
aid progian, r-obably repiesent the most significant policy
lecer available with regard to the independent sector
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ANALYSIS AND IMPLICATIONS

As previous sections have illustrated, state budgeting for
higher education is a complex, multifaceted process involving
a number of players and factors Within the framework pre-
sented, the environmental context frames the state higher ed
tication budget process, resulting in a "product.' (the budget ),
which in turn provides a number of Outcomes Synthesizing
the htemture on this and related topics provides a sense of
the gaps in the knowledge related to state budgeting for
higher education. 'This section analyzes the extent of what
is known regarding this topic ant' ,he implications for research
and for practitioners

Analysis and Implications for Research
This subsection blends an analysis of what hies been presented
in this monograph with regard to state budgeting for higher
education with the implications fm research. It proceeds with
the areas of framework used in this monograph as well its the
separate areas of context, process, and product

The framework for state-level budgeting
for higher education
The framework for the budgetary process provides a start to
finish, external environment-to completed outcomes means
of understanding what tx.,:urs in budgeting. The major weak
ness in the framework is .,mpincal research to affirm (or dis
affirm) portions of it. For example, research exists about the
relationship between specific environmental factors and total
state spending for higher education, but little research is Aail
able about the interactions among some of the environmemd
variables themselves and their combhled &ex ts on highei
education budgets. lie economic context of budgeting has
already been established as a significant factor with regard
to budget outcomes, but that economic context will be af
fected by the demographic and political factors that devekr
in the 1990s One such factor is the aging of the population
in general. Will older Americans desire higher educatkm to
the degree that once was supportable? As baby boomers age,
w ill new political factors force shifts in the keel and type of
funding for higher education? The birth and coming of age
of the b±y boom generation forced massive expansion of
higher education and its funding support during the 1960s
and 1970s. Will it nosedive in the 1990s and into the next cm
tury as that same generation ages and requires a difirent set
of services?
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The environmental context of state budgeting
for higher education
Within the scheme of state budgeting for higher education,
contextual Factors, such as a state's hi.torical traditions, po-
litical culture, demography, and economy, all affect the pro-
cess and outcomes. The historical traditions and political cul
ture within a state provide the ground rules in the budget
process, while demographics and the economy serve as im-
mediate indicators of supply and demand for state services.
A state's traditions and political culture indicate how much
higher education is and has been viewed as a priority and
the relative importance of the players within the budget pro-
cessthe governor, legislature, state coordinating board, and
individual campuses. On the other hand, demographics in-
dicate the demand for state services, and the economy pro
vides a measure of resources available to meet those needs

Throughout the 1980s and as we move into the 1990s, it
appears that the most critical contextual factor will be a state's
economy, while other factors will moderate the effect of the
economy on the process and outcomes. In the last decade,
the prosperity of higher education both rose and fell with
state economies. Because both the timing and the size of
these changes vary from state to state, historical traditions,
political ulture, and demographics moderate the effects of
the ewnomy to some extent. To what degree these contextual
factois interact separately and with the budget process is es-
sentially unknown.

The culture and traditions of states are probably the most
promising areas for looking at thc effects of historical or po
hucal variables. As noted earlier, the research on the relation
ship between political variables and spending foe higher ed
ucation shows frustratingly inconclusive results. It is Obvious
to any obsener of the political scene that variables like par
tkipatkm by voters, public opinion, or partisan control of the
legislature influence a state's spending priorities. The tradi
uonal ways of measuring these factors' effects is clearly un
satisfactory. Conducting qualitatne research on the culture
and traditions, particularly some of the political traditions,
may be a means of clarifying some of these relationships.

The state higher education budget process
Closely related to the culture and traditions of states is the
procm of budgeting, clearly an area that needs more research.

so
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Budgeting and budgets cannot be captured entirely through
numerical descriptions or quantitative studies. A budget is
not cut and dried. It represents a wide spectrum of person-
alities, organizations, priorities, and needs. The study of
budgeting does nut support the English scientist Lord Kelvin's
thesis (paraphrased) that "if it can be measured it can be un
derstood." Merely measuring the budget in quantiutive terms
is not sufficient to tell the whole story of budgeting

Because of this factor and numerous environmental
changes, budgeting cannot be described as simple incremen
talism. Budgeting processes and outcomes are more complex
than an annual linear progresskm. By understanding when
deviations from incrementalism occur, one can begin to ex-
amine the events that occurred near that time that might be
used to help explain the deviations. For example, state
budgets for higher education do not follow a single straight
line (Lyddon 1989); rather, the regression line is a series of
smaller lines that shift at particular points Identifying events
such as the election of a new governor, a change in partisan
control in the legislature, or other events might help explain
what occurred before the shift and thus lend clues as to why
the shift occurred.

The shift from incrementalism, in which budgets are largely
based on what was decided in the past, to a market model
of budgeting, in which budgets are adjusted to accommodate
changing conditicns, may vary state to state This variation
may happen as much because of the variation of economk
conditions as because of political culture and traditions. It
is not well understood what traditions govern why higher ed
tication in particular gets its "share" in good times or in bad
Do tradnions or pa.,erns of organizatkmal types exist with
respect to state budgeting for higher education2Some im-
portant work in this area (Fisher 1988a, 1988b) needs to be
extended to other states and to specific state budgeting
situations.

Considerable research on budgeting processes has ou urred
at the federal level. Such research models could be applied
to statesindividually or several at a time. For example, one
could apply the examination of agenda setting in health care
policy and transportation at the federal level (Kmgdon 1981)
to states and examine who sets agendas for different areas
of the budget. Using research about the governor's role in
budgeting (typically setting the parameters, or the agenda,

Merely
measuring the
budget in
quantitative
terms is not
sufficient to
tell the whole
stoty.
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for the state budget for higher education) (Adler and lane
1988), one can study to what extent, and under what circum
stances, higher education leaders are able to set the agenda
or influence the agenda for higher education budgeting and
how this agenda is affected by the presence of special interest
groups. In many states, the advent of faculty unions and state-
level student associations has become an addition to the equa
tion. Though these interests are typically narrow (for example,
faculty salaries and tuition costs), these groups have become
another force tugging at the budget from different directions
Other increasingly powerful interest groups include commu
nay college associations and private college federations. A
less organized, though quite potent, force is public opinion.
Public opinion polls help governors, legislators, and some
interest groups gauge citizens' reactions to policy and bud-
getary initiatives and therefore further affect the parameters
of budgeting.

Analysis of interest groups and agenda setting in state
higher education budgeting is not merely of theoretical in-
terest. The lifeblood of higher education, especially public
higher education, is state funding Knowing who sets agendas
and how within the political process can greatly enhance
higher education's chances of influencing those agendas.
Higher educatkin as a budgetary priority ebbs and flows, yet
its financial needs follow different patterns. 'Thus, it is critically
important to understand the setting of, and influencing of,
public policy agendas at the state level.

Research on the process of budgeting could draw heavily
on decision theory and on organizational theory. Much lit
erature is available in public administnition about aspects of
budgeting, including the budgeting process. It could be drawn
together to assist in conducting research on state budgeting
for higher education specifically. As already pointed out, the
research literature on state budgeting for other areas is not
completely applicable to state budgeting for higher education
Higher education has special relationships with states that
may create completely different budgeting pmcesses from
other state government entities. In Illinois, for example, the
governor allocates funds for each of the state agencies in his
budget but provides a lump sum to the Board of Higher Ed
ucation to distribute funds among the various sectors of
higher education. In Michigan (as in other states), the final
budget includes a lump sum for each institution of higher
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education, while the budgets for state agencies include very
specific line items and nunthers of FTE positions.

A useful area of research would be an examination of the
role of legislative staffs in the budget process. Over time leg
islative staffers have become increasingly professional in their
training and background. Legislative staffs have an effect in
two major ways: (1) by acting as liaison between special in-
terests and legiskitors and (2) though the staff members' abil-
ities to specialize in a narrower iSStle or area than legislators
can. Legislators might, for example, assign a staff person to
get a sense of various special interests' views and to suggest
a compromise or alternatives. Staff members' abilities to spe-
cialize (compared to legislators who must confront many
issues) can influence budgeting through greater use of data,
more ability to draw ideas, and resources from other states
or other sources. The effect may offset elected officials' more
political models of decision making by using ratkmal sources
of information and suggesting related styles of decision mak
ing. How does it affect state budgeting for higher education?
When and how do staff members use their influence with poi
icy makers? As legislatures in general are asserting their au-
thority, it would be wise to examine their roles and those of
the staff.

Another line of research is the effect of tight economic
times on the budget process. The outcomes have changed dur
ing economic distress. Less money is available generally, and
higher education has been viewed aS more discretionary than
other items in the state hudget. Literature already exists about
the effect of limited resources on institutions of higher ed
ucation. In general, their budgeting becomes more central
ized. Does the same phenornewn occur at the state level?
What specifically goes into the decisions made by state of-
ficials to reduce spending for higher education (or to maintain
its level) in tight economic times? Does the previous expe
rience that higher education is more discretionary continue
to hold true? Higher edlication is being incorporated into
many states efforts at economic revitalization. Will doing so
help insulate the institutions from budget cuts in tight eco
nomic

Tbe state higher education budget as policy document
To many state policy makeis, the state budget for highei ed
ucation is a way to link the state's policy priol Ries for higher

Budgeting for lighet Education at the Stale Level 8,3
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education with the resources needed to meet those goals and
objectives. In the past, some poky makers have also used
funding for higher education to further their own political
goals, which might include both broad, statewide initiatives
like involvement in economic development and assisting par
ems in saving for college and narrower goals, such as sup
porting the campus within one's home district (or withhold
ing support from the campus in another's district). Some of
the policy areas addressed through the budget for higher ed-
ucation include accountability, costs, productivity, and quality,
affordability, economic development, minority and nontra
ditional students, and independent higher education.

Over time, the issue of accountability has evolved from a
fiduciary orientation to one focused more on outcomes. Policy
makers are incrmingly interested in the goals achieved
through the expenditure of state funds for higher education.
Unfortunately, most of the current accountability mechanisms
in place tend to stress the collection of substantial amounts
of data for ambiguous or unknown objectives, resulting in
continued dissatisfaction about the accountability of higher
education to the state. It is evident that new accountability
mechanisms will have to be designed in tandem with budget
ing processes that consciously link funding with state objec
tives for higher education and also the performance of higher
education with respect to achieving these goals. No doubt
many institutional officials will resist such efforts. Institutions
that speak the same language as state officials, however, often
fare better in achieving new resources from the state

Policy makers are also beginning to consider higher ed
ucation's costs, productivity, and quality within the context
of the budget. During the 1980s, costs of higher education
grew at a rate far exceeding the rest of the economy as a result
of the general lack of consumnts on resources, its labor-
intensity, and the propensity of colleges and universities to
grow rather than to reallocate. Concurrent with the growth
in costs has been growing concern about productivity. Higher
ducation outcomes have generally remained ambiguous,
while, at the same time, expenditures for higher education
have incrcased, largely because of new revenues brought in
through increased tuition rates The natural iesults have been
concerns about efficiency and quality.

Sonic states have implemented fiscal incentive programs
as a means to "improve" or "maintain" quality, but the ef
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fectiveness of these prop. ns is generally unclear. What is
clear is the need for each state to devise a system that sets
specific goals for quality and productivity and links state fund-
ing with these goals. In truth, not much in this system is dif-
ferent from what was originally described as the basic objec-
tive of budgeting: linking resources with policy objectives
It not yet clear whether the new quality initiatives represent
either new funds to institutions or are a way to prevent funds
front being eroded from state spending for higher education.
It is also unclear what effect quality initiatives have on dif-
ferent institutions. Further, what organizational mechanisms
help (or hinder) states' efforts to differentiate among insti-
tutions? That is, are quality initiatives spread evenly among
all institutions or all programs, or are they rewards for actual
performance and thereby differentiated according to level or
performance outcomes? Which state entity decides on the
distribution, and what effect does the decision maker have
on the outcome?

State policy makers have also addressed the affordability
of higher education through the budget. The traditional means
of addressing affordability through the budget have been
through tuition policies and student financial aid programs.
Interestingly, very few states have attempted to integrate their
institutional akl, tuition, and student aid policies into a co
hesive program of support In recent years, many states have
also tried to address the issue of affordability through tuition
prepayment and savings programs These progrAms have high
political appeal, though they have several practical disadvan
tages, not the least of which is the unpredictability of future
levels of tuition 'the effectiveness of these types of programs
is currently unknown, and tl ie area is ripe for further study

The involvement of higher education in state economic
development was a phenomenon of the 1980s. Ways that
states have involved higher education in these efforts hiclude
research programs, training and education programs for the
wor!' force, and the development of partnerships between
higher education and business for the purpose of technology
transfer. Given the newness of these types of initiatives, their
effectiveness remains flubiguous and potential political prob
lems exist for higher education. Some evidence exists, how
ever, that higher education reaps financial benefits in states
where it plays a significant role in economic development.
Questions remain about these programs' practical value Is
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the 1)w:off greater than the cost to the higher education insti
tution or the state? Does spending for these programs con-
tinue ad infinitum, either as categorical programs or by being
folded into the base budget itself, or are these programs sub-
ject to ongoing evaluation? What effect, if any, do these pro-
grams have on an institution's mission and program mix?

Through the higher education budget, state policy makers
have also tried to address the issues of minority students'
achievement and enrollment of nontraditiowl students. The
effectiveness of current state programsespecially in the area
of minority students' achievementhas been generally in-
conclusive, which suggests that either better mechanisms of
evaluation need to be developed or that substantive program-
matic problems exist. Further, information is lacking regarding
the progress of nontraditk rial students in higher education,
which is curious given the fact that these students are the new
majority at many institutiom The information that does exist
suggests that institutions are doing little more than tailoring
the marketing of their schools to meet the perceived desires
of these students while ignoring the need to change funda-
mentally the higher education delivery system. The potential
for research here is limitless. Further, state sources pay little
attention to nontraditional students. What budget mechanisms
have been or (7an be used to deal with their needs?

In essence, the state higher education budget as policy doc-
ument has shifted its orientation over time from that of pro-
viding resources to institutions through base budgets to a
newer focus on designing categorical prograr is to meet the
state's policy goals for higher education Part of the reason
may be that the increased state presence in higher education
policy making has created this new emphasis on distinct pro
grams. Part of it may be puiVy political in that as legisiators
become more professional and attuned to the educational
needs of their constituencies, they may realize the value of
being able to point out their particular contribution to a pop
ulai program. Again, the relative merit of using categorical
programs versus base budgets to achieve the state's p3licy
guals has not been evaluated and thus remains inconclusive
Similarly, little is available to suggest the source of the pres
stile to shift the focus from increasing the base to spreading
funds into categorical programs Initially, it appears that in-
stitutions prefer funds to flow into the base budget with few
strings attached As growth in the base budgets slowed and
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emphasis increased for categorical programs, however, some
institutions have become quite adept at garnering resources
through this mechanism. What impact does doing so have
on other institutions that are not so adept?

On a broader scale. questions remain about the trend in
funding higher education institutions through categorical pro
grams as opposed to base budgets. Do certain patterns of cat-
egorical funding occur with regularity or predictability from
which states or institutions can benefit? The relationship be-
tween categorical programs and the base also l ',IS room for
examination. To what extent are categorical programs funded
with the stated expectation of matching money for from the
institution's base budget?

It is important to recognize that some sort of base, which
provides continuity, must be maintained. Higher education
is an enterprise that changes slowly, and to maintain impor-
tant commitments to people and programs, institutions need
a reasonable guarantee that their base budgets will be ade
quate to meet ongoing demands Items not in the base budget
are typically addressed as "categorical incentive programs"
designed to meet specific state goals. Even these categorical
programs, howc:er, behave like base budgets over time. In-
creasingly, when individuals begin to consider categorical
incentive programs as entillemoits, the incentive is lost and
little difference then exists between categorical program
and a base budget.

Projects like improving research capacity or improving re
tention of underrepresented minority students take time. In
chiding incentives as categorical programs stimulates change
within higher education. Including them as categorical pro
grams with a too-short time span to accomplish real change
is a recipe for failure. Thus, state policy makers are challenged
to extend their time perspectives. Just as important is the chal
lenge to higher education to speed up the pace a bit. Saying
that higher education changes slowly does not mean to sug
ges, that all change is gcxxl or that speed is necessarily a vir-
tue. Numerous societal problems, however, require faster ac
tion on the part of higher education institutions. In such
instances, categorical funding is probably the best funding
mechanism as long as such programs remain incentives and
are not allowed to become entitlements.

In general, then, it is evident that the potential for policy
research on state budgeting for higher education is enormous.

.i;.atbud geting
albeit a ritual
with changing
externalities,
participants
and desired
outcomes.
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Little literature available in public administration and political
science refers specifically either to states or to state budgeting
for higher education. Although this monograph shies away
from anecdotal information, such information is a mother lode
from which to start research. It is generally localized to a state,
a time span, or a particular budget area and must then be
tested and broadened beyond pure localism.

Implications for Practitioners
One of the real benefits of synthesizing the literature on state
budgeting for higher education is the opportunity to present
a list of implications and recommendations for practitioners
in the field. Having said thattte authors must now admit that
because they do not view budgeting as a mechanized activity
to be learned in "cookbook" fashion, no grand list of secrets
is available to present to practitioners to enhance their fund-
ing base or improve their success (or conversely, minimize
their losses) in the process. Nor is it desirable. If this mono-
graph has illustrated one point, it is that state budgeting for
hipher education is a complex process.

What is presented in this monograph is a synthesis that por-
trays the major forces and factors internal and external to the
budgetary process. The single most important implication
or recommendation that can be offered to practitioners is that
all participants, from the state-level agency to the department
within an institution, should be aware of all the parts of the
big picture of state budgeting for higher education. It above
all is the first and most important step in understanding state
budgeting for higher education and perhaps in improving
one's effectiveness in achieving objectives in the process.

State Budgeting for Higber Education as
Enigma, Paradox, and Ritual
The title of this monograph suggests that state budgeting for
higher education is an enigma, a paradox, and a ritual. For
many, budgeting in general is an enigma. Certainly for the
uninitiated, it is. Few guideposts are available in state budget-
ing for higher education. Information is available about out-
wmes of budgeting, some literature about the process. Mostly,
however, what is available are millions of anecdotal tales from
experienced professionals. Some are willing to share the sto
ries, enabling the researcher to begin piecing together a more
complete understanding of budgeting. That, combined with
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further reading and work within the field can help, for budget
ing has many interwoven parts.

Budgeting is paradoxical. Traditional budgeteers have lip.
proached the subject as a set of columns and rows of numbers
that must properly add up within limited state revenues. More
recently, however, persons with other disciplinary back-
grounds have begun noting that budgeting is much more than
that. It is both simple and complex. The simple parts of
budgeting can be represented as a broad framework with in-
puts, a process of manipulating those inputs, and outputs. The
complexities are the details. A more important paradox is that
although both practitioners and scholars insist that the primary
purpose of state budgeting for higher education is to link state
intentions with desired policy outcomes, little evidence exists
to suggest that this purpose is being met.

This monograph tries both to simplify some aspects of the
budgeting process and product and to represent fairly the
many complexities of it. At the same time, it tries to note that
the outcomes are not always as they seem. For example, state
legislators quickly look to the bottom line percentage increase
for each institution. They compare the increase of "their" in-
stitution with those of others. The percentage increase from
year to year is a simple means of assessing how well an in-
stitution is doing. The legislators all know, however, that the
simple percentage increase from year to year has greater im-
plications. The percentage increase can appeal to % Aers back
home, it can include mostly general operating fun '!: or funds
with considerable strings attached, or it can represent a large
percentage built on a small base or a smaller percentage on
a large base.

Finally, budgeting is a ritual, albeit a ritual with changing
externalities, part;dpants,/and desired outcomes. Like the
theme music in a symphony, certain budgeting actions are
repeated in the same or a slightly different form throughoat
the process. The cycles of the budget process are repeated
again and again for many years. In many cases, the outcomes
are the same from year to year as well; To some extent, it is
a result of comfortable rituals. Budgeting is a process, and
despite changes in externalities, participants, and desired poi
icy outcomes, it always will be a process. Thus, state budget
ing for higher education will remain Inherently ritualistic.

As we move through the 1990s, higher education policy
makers and practitioners at both the state and institutional
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level will be Pacing significant pressures to improve upon the
ways higher education addresses the needs of citizens within
the state. Clearly, the state budget process should be the
means by which improvements are made in both policy out-
comes and the delivery of services to the citizenry. Given that
the process is demonstrably complex and that we need to
know much more about it, it is evident that great potential
exists for an improved level of consciousness about state
budgeting for higher education through a strengthened link
between research and practice.
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